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the mood was upbeat and happy.
Alston's supporters celebrated, dancing and hugging each other in the
corridor while intennittently drinking
. white wine.
They had reason to celebrate, as
Alston and Brooks racked up ma-

''That'S not the sole reason we
lost,'' said Wilkins, ''but it (the all- ·
women opposition) was , very instrumental.''
Alston, a broadcast journalism
major and native of Benton Harbor,
Mich., said that during the campaillll.
in~tances of sexism emerged. ''There
were people who said we were running just because we were wqmen . ''

.

RCtfe. ;
r
.

jorities in all but three voting stations. Only the voting booths at
Blackburn CCnter, Douglass and
''We appealed . as qualified canLocke Halls showed more votes for
the Wilkins-Long ticket . Even in the didates,'' said Brooks, Alston's runBusiness School, where Wilkins had ning mate. ''·But we are not ashamf)()'JI'..,
edged b) Alston last week, the ma- . ed to mention ·that .we were the first
jority of students casted their votes all-woman slate.''
for the Alston-Brooks ticket .
If the gender of Alston's campaign
The graduate and professional
staff was indicative of her suppon,
NfWly eltcted HUSA Vitt Pmldtnt, YYoane Brooks ind President Onl · students, except for those in the then the ticket should have received
School·of Divinity, voted overwhelma considerable number of votes from
Alston.
I
ingly for AJston and Brooks.
men . Alston's staff was comprised of
•
Liberal Ans Student Council (LASC)
Both sides seemed to agree that the mostly men, including the campaign
ll<njamln James
president. ''In the final analysis, you fact that Alston and Brooks are manager, Robert Williams.
Hilltop Staff Reponcr
Alton's victory also continued a
present yourself and the students women, was an important factor durdecide.''
.
. ing the campaign and election, but HUSA election jinx on the second'\
It was the closest election in some "they disagreed over whom the factor place ticket . In recent years, the·
Ona Alston 'and Yvonne Brooks
front-runner in the first election has
defeated Ricky Wilkins and Herbert time, as voters flocked to the polls in helped .
gone on to win the runoff election.
Long for the Howard University Stu- near record numbers, surpassing last
''We were! fighting incredibie
dent Association (Hl)SA) presiden- week's HUSA election turnout by odds,'' said Keith Henderson, camMoreover, the .election result
cy and vice presidency in Wednes- , more than .SOO votes.
underscored a subtle trend; it is
A
_
cursory
-glance
down
the
student
paign
manager
for
the
Wilkins-Long
day's runoff election.
ticket. He said that two women run- . becoming nearlY; impossible for an
Alston and Brooks became the first government corridor in Blackburn ning to~ther for the first time was elected student goverlJlent official to
aJl-woman ticket in Howard's history Center Wednesday evening told the ••an item'', which helped the AJston- capture the HUSA presidency. The
to capture the top two student story better than the numbers .
Robert Frelow, Jr ./Hilltop Staff Photographer
BrookJ ticket.
last seven HUSA presidents have not
government positions. Alston is the
At one end of the hallway, near the
held an elected student government Alease Thomas stands in protost before last Friday's Charter Day acfirst woman to be elected HUSA LASC offices, supponers of Wilkins
''We knew we had to overcome the position while running for the office
tiYitles in {.ramton Auditorium.
president.
and Long stood looking somber a:nd attitude of people who voted along of HUSA president.
I
''People saw through all the glit- disconsolate. The strained smiles of gender lines,'' said Wilkins.. He said
I
ter and glamour," said Alston. ''It a few could not shade the watery eyes that when he realized the election
Alston and Brooks are also the
was the issues that won for us," she on most of the faces.
runoff would draw a large voter tursaid. ''We had substance.''
At the other end of the hallway, nout, he sensed trouble for his ticket youngest team to win the HUSA oftne Chris Catncart-Manotti Jenkins
Wilkins was philosophical about just outside the HUSA offices where because most of the voters at Howard fice. Alston, a sophomore, is 19;
administration, according to Shaw.
Brooks, also a sophomore, is 20.
Paul S. Burley
his loss. ''I'm not upset,'' said the Alston and Brooks serve as staffers, are women.
''During that time Chris and
Hilltop Staff Reporter
Manotti tried to gather support for
Students wearing signs protested in the effon by getting petitions, stuff.
silence to suppart mandatory Afro-- ing things under doors, and trying to
American studies courses dtiring get the word out to the students.
Charter Day, Feb. 28, in front of · ByCharterDayofthatyear(l98S)
Cramton Auditorium.
they presented z.soo. signatures to
•
A group of student~ involved in the Char,ene Woods, ch~rson of the
Car Diel a.Hard
"I .think they were inadequately
Department of Physical Therapy." tutors conaisli11& of seniors to help
Hilltop Stan Reporter
a) If a !ltudent receifes a final-pro--· them along ' with ·their •tMiti she prepatea,'' said Domning. "I never Afro-Americon ,St~dieS Push eoneci. Boanlof 1'1111tets and Dr. <;.hetk~"
ficiency score of lcSJ then 7S percent said. "There wen also quite t; few had a meeting with students and Live oraaniution rcaroul>C{i in front Shaw said.
of the Blackburn Center after the
Cheek started a tuk force composin any two required courses.
social conversations taking place in faculty.''
Almost half the junior class in the b) If a student ·receives a final profi- the lab, Rogers said.
''This semester the 14 remaining ceremony while Charter Day guests ed of representauves from v~1ous
going to the Ballroom.
sc~~ and colleges, to detenrune the
Physical Therapy Department at the ~iency score of ~ess then 70 percent
She agreed that the depanment students ih Physical Therapy have entered,
The group was formed by Todd feas1b.l1ty of ~ mandatory ~fro- - School of Allied Health are no longer 1n any one required course.
probably should revieW its entrance group meetings every week. The
in the program because they failed c) If the ~tudent carries less than a 2.2 requirements since it appeared. that teachers and the students sit down Shaw, Howard University Student American studies cl~, according to
Association (HUSA) research, educa- ' Estelle Taylo~, assoaate dean of the
one or more courses, according to cumulative G.P .A. for more than unprepared students were getting in- and talk about any problems they
' C~!lege of Liberal Ai:ts.
department chairperson, Gloria one semester in the professional to the program.
have. Why couldn't they have done tion and development director.
According to Shaw, the group is
Betw~n (last) April 1 ~d Oct.~
Rogers . Seven of the 12 students are phase of the program.
''They told us this is the first tim·e that for us last year," said another
organized to inform, sensitize and t~e co~1ttee m~ apr,roxnnatel.Y SIX
out because they failed one course,
·
Asked what remedies ~ere open to they've had students with such high suspended student.
mobilize the Howard student body t1m~, Sha~ said. In the _(sixth)
Musculoskeletal Anatomy .
the students, Rogers said that they GPAs. They were imprcs.sed with our
''When you've got half a class out could ''reapply for admission, but GPAs." said some students. ''They
''We did not receive our letters of into making Afro-American studies meeJ1ng, the ~k force un'9wv~
a mandatory course as well
to 1y ~e up with the cons1derauon
of a program, you know. there's a that readmission is not guaranteed. even said this is the first time they did suspension until late·January. My letproblem," said one student who ask- Even though they all reapply, they not have to accept so many transfer ter was dated the 16th," she said. monitor and advise the administra- that tt should be a mandatory course,
''But, the department chairperson tion on the consideration and im- and ma~e a formal report (that was)
ed to remain anonymous. ''You might not all get back in. They will students.''
tu~~ed m Jan. 6. .
''Our instructor, Dr. Daryl Dom- says that letters were in the mail plemcntation of such a course.
could see if one or two students fail - al~o be competing with the new apAn effort 10 make the course a reAt that meet1nJ_ the Afroning, met with the departmeni chair- before the end of the first week in
ed out, then maybe they didn't plicants. ''
quirement began in October 1984 by
Continued on page 6
study .''
_The studen!~ conten~ that Rogers man at the beginni of the semester January.''
Admitting that in the Physical misled them. The chatrperson kept when students we e ving problems
Last Friday marked the deadline
1
student said. for the suspended students to rea(>pTherapy Depanment, ''one ''D'' assuring us that if we made a ''D'' with anatomy,''
were all c
ly for readmission to the Physical
means you're out," the student we'd be allowed to stay in the coµrse. ''She told him t at
Therapy program. That special apobserved that fellow students in the At thHeginning of the anatomy plaining that the tests were too bar
Medical and Dental schools ••get to cour(C We went to the department and everything. So he made the first plication took the form of a letter
take over a course in the summer and told them that we we.re having test count for less, it didn't have as stating ''~hy the student wanted to
trouble . Th.ey kept telling us don't high a percentage."
et back into th~ prog~am, what the
time .''
''We don't want him to give us a · · dent was doing while out of the
''The-Radio Therapy students, the worry, it w1ll' probably be curved.''
Occupational Therapy students, they
''When you get the highest score of ''C'' and tell us you FOuld go on. All ~ pr am and why the student thinks
get to get a ''D'' in a course. a ''D'' 100 percent you don't curve,'' Rogers of us wanted to take the course over 4 he hould be reaccepted.~'
Wiiliam L. Christian
SS23.20. He r~portedly s~le $284.201
not a ''C'', and they're on proba- said. ' 'Students got 88, 90, 100 per- in the summenime. Some studentil' Hilltop Starr Reporter
worth of top roast beef, ~09 woflbl f
•
tion,'' she said. ''They don't get kick- ccnt. '' She believes that the lack even suggested coming on a weektMtt~
Each application will be reviewed
ed out of the program for one D.'' ''background preparation'' is the to .take the course. That's how bad
of boxed pork loins, $39.20 worth of
1
by a faculty committee. The students
'Whcn we asked our department m~n cause for the high number of they wanted to stay in the program.''
Two Howard University En· boneless chicken, 30 pounds of spare
c:x:pc<:t a decision in early April. ·
how come one ''D'' makes it so failures, she added.
Dr. Harley Flack, dean of the vironmental Services employees were ribs valued at S4S, coffee, tea. bap
muqh, that we get kicked out of the
''Some people took four years to
Domning said he actually disSchool of Allied Health, declined to apprehended by· Howard Security at and other non-perishable foods, said
cou.rse, they said they want to make meet the prer~quisites. In addition, counted the value of the first exam
comment yesterday. . One of the approximately 4: IS a.m., March 2, Norwood.
us better then the rest.''
anatomy is a difficult subject matter from 20 percent to 10 percent. But
l;vidence from security record$
students who passed the course said, after being caught taking· food from
Rogers said the actiOn conforms to , and a large number of the students from the start the students were told
the stora,e area of Good Food Ser- showed that Cyrus had bidden food
academic policy. Among other lacked the discipline they needed-to that there would not be a curve, he. "Eight seblors will not be graduating vici in the Blackbum Center.
behind the Fine Arts buildibg and
in May .kcause they failed one
things, the academic policy states that develop the necessary study habits to said. The professor did not say why
John Goodwin, manager of Good near the women's um as well as in
course. The School of Allied Health
"any of the following conditions will successfully complete the course,'' so many students failed the course,
is up for accreditation review in Oc- Eood Service, monitored two men by the trunk of his car, accordina to
result in automatic suspension from she said.
but suggested that the students failclosed circuit TV from his Blackburn Norwood.
.
'
tober." .
the department by the faculty of the
The students even had access to ed ' for a variety of reasons.
Center office and then notified caniBecause of previous·thCfts, Nor·
pus security that they wCre carrying wood said that Goodwin sat in his of- ,
boxes of food from the cafeteria, ac- flee in the Blackbum Center on
.
.
cording to security records.
several occasions includina last Sunday when he bqan monitotjna at 10
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Students Protest for
·Afro- American Studies

,

Health Students 'Fail' to Make Grade
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Univ. Employee
Charged With Theft

• '
A • ·ements
Newswomen Sh e d LI g ht 0 n Chlev

about being Black while in Miami.
Like Gaines.Carter, Foster also
''One of my most frustrating ex- began her communications career as
Hilltop Starr Reporter
pcriences as a reporter, was covering a sec_retary for Operation PUSH.
the riots that broke out in Miami a Unlike Gaines-Carter, Foster began
Patrice Gaines-Carter, Doris few years ago,'' she recalled. ''Here her broadcast tr_a inina in a ;major
McMillon and Scharmaine Foster I was, on one side of the fence with market at WAJR·AM in New Jersey,
shared their experiCn·ccs in their pro-- the police and other reporters, while where she worked the 6 a.m . to IO
fessional fields of communications as the people I called brothers and a.m. shift.
Back then, they put a lot of sjsters
featured speakers at the Women in · sisters were &etting beat up and shot
Communications panel sponsored by at." Gaines-Carter said the ex- in on the midday or overnight
the School of Communications Stu- perience was almost enouah to make shifts,'' said Foster. Because she felt
.
a1·l!m, b u1-•t. k .t
h h dI
ed all h
her leave iourn
..... sue 1 s e a earn
t atshecouldat
dent Council Wednesday evening.
The ,~elists shed insight into out because she felt she "could help WAJR, and having a desire to find
what it' 1s like to be a woman in the them better from th1's s1'de."
out more about marketina, Foster acUpon leaving Miami, Gaines- cepted a spot at WYLD-AM and FM
professional realm of communications to a predominantly female Carter came to the District where she in New ~leans, whero she eventualworked for the Wmhington Star ly rooe IQ the positions of mlllic direcaudience.
Gaines-Carter began her com- seven months before the paper fold- tor, then;. proaram. director.
'Foster stayed at WYLD for six
munications career u a secretary. She ed. She followed up that experience
heard about a summer proaram for by freelancina .for several years for months, but left because 1 '1 was very
minority students, and after beins ac- such mqazines as &se~ce and youna and lonoly and mi11ed my
·
family." She returned to WAJll ,
copted, journeyed to California to at- Ebony.
From freelancina she moved to her whero she remained until she IOI
tend the proaram. That a•me _proaram aot her a job 11 the~ News currerit position as ae•ral as1ian- married.
Movina wilh bar new ~u!hend to
where Ibo worked u a - " ' a la11- ment writer for the Mecro section of
ment reporter. ••1 was lucky b It,,. .
. thehad w.mat~~o:! ...
~dt u;,.'..1.,:~~I· theAt1~~~~~
~= ~-~
u1••1lly start out at a un1•1 perer,''
w~,
-.....- ·~ - - . · - ID
"I felt that I could return to the KOS-FM. "1-tbe Cllllr
,_.
she ll&icl.
feel
Claina-Carter l&id she IC' I nod a lol newsroom and retain my ldei)tity." . son 11 the 11110•, but I
D•ayno Boyd

like a token. I was giveri equal treatment and equal breaks,•• said Foster.
She left Atlanta when she divorc-r
ed her husband and went to work for
Dow Jones as a marketing analyst,
because she wanted to ••see what else
I could do.•• Not being able .to act
radio out of hersystem, Foster left
Dow Jones and went to work for
WBLS in -New York, where she
stayed for a brief time before comingtoWDJYhereintheDistrict.
"W (WDJY)
th on1 Black
e
'are e
Y
owned station in Washinaton. WKYS
and WHUR have Iott their identity.
We are aoina out into the eommunity and doina thlngs1hey !'Ould never .
do. A radio station has an obliption
to the community," Foster lald.
Foster stated that no matt• w)aat
markec llhe- locat'ed in, Ibo~
IOI lnvolYOd with the community. It
(the CIHl••ai'y). lo a very lmporWll

Leonard Cyrus and James Dansby
were approJiendod by Howard Securi·
ty, however, ''when we caught the individuals we didn't catch" them with
food in their hands,'' said Billy T.
Norwood, director of sccurit~.
''Goodwin could not positively identify the people (from the TV). No one
could witness the fact that the in·
dividuals stole any goods!'
However Cyrus of 28~ Robin·
A
S 'E
•
eel 7
son ve., · •• was~ &;I a.m.
by D.C. Metropolitan P_olice and
charaed wi'th --ft II after stolen
•""
goods were found in thetnmlt of bis
car, accordina to Norwood. He wu
later rdc•oed after a $500 bond wu
~ ~ bondsman Jeff Winatein.
'They didn't have
srouncla to arrest
11
"the other IUY.
Norwood said.
Dansby, 33, lo a resident of 2621 Oxen Hill Dr. in Temple Hills,
Maryland.
'

lhlwa.11aaiiaretbepeQPlethatsup.port )'1111. Yqu may ao to a lol of partill utl qi1r a lot or celebrltla..,• bu,t,
oyur ' II a se mr• wplitUt.

1101 • property of no mon tb·=
SlfO. Howow•. No; a DOd said that

:i

that Cyrus bad llOl I I food nlul ~ II

C1ad 11t •
'

a

)

P 11

Thell II ii .......... u

p.tn. Saturday.
N
ood
·4 ·•~
orw
sat ~.. this is the

f~:i:tT,~·-=~~F=

Service. Security and Goodwin
discussed the a.tta' and confirmed
that it was an insf K job. be V-di ~.
"Em...__~~
i»YD'I for a llr'le
portion or Uahi1:11it)
fla.'' ,

l'ft",_ ......, •

a

Betam Nov. II, l915 andP · 9,

, 1986, over Sl,055 aonb of 1<DOi1•
havebeu --'ml'•~
......
· , ,,,....__
4 rom ._ ·
cafeteria, accorcbq to security
records
·
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Hollid~y Considers Attending HU
while at Joplin's (restaurant in the
Howard Inn)." he said.
Also present at the luncheon were
Dr. Vada Butcher, dean <;>f the College of Fine Arts and Anita MooreHaekney, director of the University
Without Walls, a program for people who do not have the tinie to attend classes on a day-to--day basis.

Accordina to Nichols, this is the
·type of program in which Holliday is
interested. Holliday, who believes
teamwork and hardwork are what it
takes to achieve success, said she

wishes to major ln English with a
concc:ntration in Black literature, acJea.ater Hollklay as e appears on
Hr '-Feel MY Soul'' album cover~

Robert L. Frelow, Jr.
Hilltop Staff Reporter

cording to Nichols.

HefurtherexplainedthaLHolliday
did not want to enroll },nhthefCollehge
of Fine Arts because s e cc1s s e
has learned a fair amount in that r.e1d

•

•

.

Newswomen

album, ''Say You Love Me.'' She
first received national prominence as

graduation from a Houston-area hiah
school in her role in ''Dreamgirls.' 1
In rcferrina to Holliday a~ being
''probably the most mature 2S-yearold I've ever met,'' Nichols said she
has recently moved to the District
from New York .

j

Wl·11

-

· Coatlnued from Pa1e 1

a star on Broadway immediately after

rr'h
.J. e

•

•
It can be said that McMillan is a
woman who knows what ·she wants
and goes after it. An unemployed
theater major who had ••suddenly
become allergic to poverty,''
McMillon began her career at WJRFM in Detroit, where she worked for

18 months.

'' fhey had no intention of ever
putting me on the air,'' said

l.I1"llto~

fl j

McMillion, "but they had to fill their
quota. I was the first Black woman
they hired.''

". . hey had to fl/'', , their
resume quota
... "
7

t

p U b/J"Ca (J"O n
F
"day
0n
rl
'

--McMillan

, ''You have to think well of
o/OUrself. If you put limits on
yourself, that's all you will achieve,
not only in this business, but in any
business,•• said McMillipn.

I

".... lf

you pll[ limits on
your~e/f. that's all you
.
..
ach1eve....
··McMillan
Deciding that she wanted to be a

news anchor for WJLA Channel 7.
"l don't plan to stay here long, I plan
to go back to New York. That's the

number one market and that's where

thus far and is ready to learn
the money is,'' said McMillion whose
•
something new.''
salary is currently in the six figure
I"
She aspires to become a lawyer,
McMillion then moved to NBC range. ''In our business, that is.how
Grammy
Award-winning walking in the footsteps of a fellow
Radio in NeW York because they to, we measure success, in dollars and
songstress, Jennifer Holliday rcceiv- Houstonian, Barbara Jordan, accorneeded to hire a Black wOman. She position. It's a very competitive,
cd a tour of Howard's campus at ap- ding to Nichols. ''Her presence (at
held this position for~ year (at a star- vicious, backstabbing, wonderful
proximately 12 noon Tuesday, March Howard) wottld be good for the
ting salary of $43,000), when sl1e business. •• ·
4.
students and the UnivCrsity as a
de cided she wanted to get into
Fielding questions from the au1
According to Dr. Owen Nichols, whole . She would most definitely
te evision.
dience, Gaines-Carter spoke about
vice president for administration and serve as a great inspiratioo, '' . he
According to McMillion, she simp- the importance of specializing and
secretary of the ~University, Holli- continued.
ly wa\ked into Metromedia Channel diversifying. '' Choose what your
day's visit stemmed from her interest
According to Butcher, Holliday
S in New York and told the news specific interests are, but also be
in enrolling at the University next has expressed an interest in pardirector, ''I think you should hire diverse enough so that you can be
fall. ''She has indeed cxpressed'an in- ticipating in fine arts projects. ''She
me.'' The director• having been prepared if they throw you in any
terest in' enroJling at Howard,'' said would like to be included in some of
familiar with ' McMillion's previous area . In print journalism, we have to
Nichols.
·
the things we (Fine Arts) will be dowork, did in fact give her a job.
become personalities jwt as in broadHolliday received a ·brief tour of ing, such as workshops and
McMillion left Metromedia when casting,'' she said.
the main campus, according to · seminars."
•
I I
•
she beard about an opening at
McMillion added, ''In broadNichols, and was later the UniversiHolliday recently received a GramWABC·TV in New York, from a casting we have to do anything and
ty's guest at a luncheon in the my Award in the category of ·~t Inwoman at a bus stop. She sent in her everything, and we only have a short
Howard Inn . Howard President spirational' for her Duke Ellingto.[l
audition tapes and was hired at more amount of time to prepare a story. ''
.1!,!am~~~C:::_h~ee'=!k:_':_:'i~o~in~ed~.u~s~fo~r:_:a~sh!!!o~rt~-t~u'.'.n'.:e,_.-"~C~o:::m:!:e:.;S~u~n.::d"a~y_".!•.::o:::nc:h::e::_r_::la,.,tz.es,.,1_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ___,,'-------=t.::h:::•n:.:...:Sc.7.::0:.:,000=-=•:,_,_Y;:;•a::r.:..___________________
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Newly elected Hilltop Ytor4110'1f
for the 191617 scbool year, Pmwetk

B~aat.

Bryant
Elected
Hilltop
Editor

Dwayne Boyd

Hilltop Staff Reporter

,
Purvette A. Bryant, a print jour· nalsim major in the School of,Communications was elected Tuesday to
the position of editor-in-chief of ~
Hilltop for the 198~87 ' academic
year. ·-·
Other candidates for the position
of editor!in-chief included Michele
·Fuller, a junior print journalism ma·
jor, Anita Lawson, a junior majoring in marketing and Corliss Adams,
a j\lnior microbiology major .
The interviews were held in the
School of Social Work auditorium

and the decision was made by The
Hilltop Policy Board. The, session
was moderated by John Harrisingh,
chairman of the Policy Bo;u:d, and
was open to the student body.
Candidates were allotted five
minutes each to give their presentations, after which they answered
questions from the Policy Board
members and the audience.
Upon learning of tbe board's decision, Bryant said, '1 was verY happy to accept the position. It is onJy

I

•

by God's wisdom and grace that l
have experience in journalism and it
is through Him that I will continue
.1n
my career.
.

'

.

Bryant said that she plans to make

""t!W~ ~ ""~' .... -• ·

•

.....

•

'•

•

Hilltop.

•

According to BryBD:t• ~er e~pcrience in communications 1s
''varied and extensive.'' Some of her
experiences include: work at The

,

';

drastic changes in The Hilltop S
organizational structure. ''The key
people will be the chief copy.editor,
production director, business
~nqer an'd~l!naging·cditor ...•• $he
also said that she _plans to develop a
library system at The Hilltop, which
would include irldexing past issues
and developing a photo file.
Bryant began her presentation by
saying, ''A sense of purpose is the
starting point of all achievement. In
combining personal initiative, selfdiscipline, creative vision and
perseverance, I have fo~nd that one
can successfully achieve all of his
goals." Bryant said she hoped to
bring that sense of purpose to The _

•

Cocoa Tribune and F/o;ida Today

I

newspapers, both located in her
hometown of Cocoa ... Florida; and
also at The TampQ Tribune in Tampa, Florida'. She worked as Community Update Editor for The Community News from August 1983 to

•

May 1984, and currentlr holds the
~sition of Campus Editor -at 'The

'

!

Hilltop. Last summer, Bryant intern-

ed at The New York Times.
During her presentation, Bryant

suggested making The Hilltop's front
page more diversified by composing
it of co'ntributiQns from all ~ecti'ons
of the paper.

It's All
About
Pride

•

A

;

If you are a dedicated ·and

.

thorough . individual

with a
background and or int~cst in campus, local national and international

.,

news; entertainment, sports.
graphics, tayout and desian.
photography, editina. .cha•Mna and

more, maybe you should be tliintina
about bringipg your skills to 71W

Hilltop
Our mission is to raise Ille IeYel of
black consciou1ne11 wit~ the
Howard community and Its outerlyina spheres, throuah the&
' •'s
tionofinfonnation.wbicltedw ltB,

enlightens and entertains.
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'The Lake so.. Blue'

Rooks or. Babies

Prison Near Cam_pus?

Curbing Teenage Pregnancy
'
Alexandra Dolce
Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

Three Howard students are
reaching out to District high school
students to communicate the need to
avoid pregnancy and finish their
education.
Marilyn Davis, a sophomore from

I

Grand. Rapids, Michigan, Leah

Evans, a junioi- and Cheryl Robinson, a sophomore, both from
Detroit, are the coordinators and
founders of Project Reach Out.
•'The main purpose of this
organization is to stress education
iwhile advising teenagers on how to
prevent pregnancy,' 1 said Evans, who
initiated the project.
Evans believes that the problem .of
teenage pregnancy · stems from
teenagers' ignorance about birth control facilities and resources and that
many teenagers are simply afraid to
take advantage of these facilities.

McMillan Reservoir was one of the suggested sites for the new D.C. prison.

l

T. Denise Asbury
Hill1op Staff Reporter

The McMillan Reser\'Oir, which
the Howard University main campus
overlooks, is a suggested site for a
new prison within the District of
Columbia.

The site near the reservoir, once
owned by the university, was sug·
gested to Mayor Marion Barry by
Deputy Attorney General D . Lowell
Jensen. ll was rejected by the Mayor
amid protests from area resident s,

,

surrounding universities and the
Children's Hospital located northeast

of the reservoir .

.

The site was suggested in addition
to three others including the old D.C .
jail located next co the R.F .K.
Stadium in northeast, the St .
Elizabeth's Hospital and the Old
Soldier's Home vicinities . These sites
are federal government properties
and fall undei- the condit·ions for a
prison system within the distric1.
In a prepared s1atement on

February 13, 1986, Alan Hermesch

information officer in the Office of
University Relations stated ''The area
between McMillan Reservoir and
North Capilal Street as a proposed
prison site is 1otally incom~ati~le
with the surrounding are~s ~h1ch include hospi1als, ui:iive~sities, a_n d
residences. The notion 1s offensive
and very, very wrbng."
HCrmesch said that at present, the
possibility
a prison wit~in the
university area is highly unl1_kely . ,
In a Written s1atement Children s
Hospital Executive Director of Publ_ic
Relations Harold Krantz, Jr . said
that the h~spital would consider moving to another area if the suggested
pri son site is accepted.
Evelyn . Branice, aide to council
me mber Frank Smith, said that
Smith feels that another prison is
needed and if it must be in the district
he prefers the p ld D.C. jail since it
still has facilities which can be used.
Pie opposes the move near the reservoir, but due to federal government
demands that the Lorton Reformatory be relieved of overcrowding,
he agrees that something has to be
rlone .

"... The Black family is

or

-

falling apart. Somebody

get inexpensive and confidential help.
The second part of the program
consists of a rap session featuring a
member of the community who has
experienced a teenage pregnancy.
''The purpose of the second
speaker is to present someone who
they [the teenagers] can identify with.
This person can'; tell them not to
have sex, but she can tell them not to
get pregnant," said Evans .
Evans believes that if only two
teenagers get the message, the pro·
gram would have been a success;
more than likely, those twd will pass
it on to their friends.
'
The program will be geared to
young men as well as women . Males
play a persuasive role in initiating
girls to use birth control Evans
explained.
Evans has contacted at least four
schoo ls in the No.rtheast and
Southeast Sections of Washington,
but has not yet received any
responses. She is determined to keep
on trYing.
Evans initiated the program
because she has had personal contact
with individuals who have become
pregnant, deserted their studies and
as a result, have ended. up on welfare.
''Everybody can see that the Black

family is falling apan. Somebody has
to do something·,'' Evans urged.

.. T. Denise' Asbury
Hilltop Staf( Reoorter

Phillips Flagship Restaurant,
located at 9()()'Water Street, S. W ., as

cessful fainily-owned restaurant
chains in the United States. Their
pioneering management techniques
can provide a working laboratory for
students with a potential interest in
food service as a career.
McGrain --., said that there are
presently more than 100 · jobs
available at the resiaurants. ''We are
looking 'forward to reaching out to
the Washington area college cam-

well as in Baltimore and Maryland,
is presently offering summer employment to area college students.
Connie McGrain, personnel director for the Phillips restaurants, said
the restaurant is in desparate need for
workers. oarticularly students-immediatelY''We are very much in
need of waiters and waitresses,'' she
said.
McGrain said it is possible that internships can be worked out for
business students, particularly in accounting, and it is possible to work
with student and class schedules for
those students interested in beginning
work now .
Jeff Lettes, contact person for the
restaurants, said that working as
waiters and waitresses can often turn
out to be a positive way of net~ork
ing for future employment.
Phillips is one of the most sue-

puses to continue the Phillips tradi·
tion of employing students:''

She said that she would be willing
to try to structure employment
around an employe's internship program if the student decides to use the
work experience for school c~edit.
Persons interested in employment
should come to the restaurant Mon-

days from 10:00 a.m-12:00 p.m .• and
Tuesdays and ThursdaYs between
4:00-6:00 p .m. Interested persons

may also contact Joyce R. Bachmann
at 488·8495.

•

has .to do something.
··
.
--

FACE THE FACTS

Jackie Saddler, coordinator o.
Planned Parenthood at Howard
Uni,'ersity Hospital, will accompany
the students to all lecture sites. Saddler will give mini -symposiums on
birth control m.ethods, devices, costs
and risks. She will also give the ad ~
dresses of variou s Planned Parenthood facilities where teenagers can
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Children of Divorce
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Justine Mbianda
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The burden of divorce lies heavily
rfot only on the two adults involved,
but on the children as well !
Sometimes, the effects of custody settlements are devasta1ing to the
children of di vorce.
Though the courts decide which
parent the child should live with, a
child might wai;it to live with a parent
other than the one granted custodv.
The courts chiet· conCern is whiCh
parent will best take care of the
child's emotional and economical

well-being . A custody grant is .
primarily based upon these and other
considerations.
.
Mary Oben , 13, said her mother
did not ha,·e much financially, but
she did the best that she could. Oben
described her mother as being ''very
·caring and understanding ." On the
other hand, her father~ a government
worker, always yelled at her .
The courts awarded Mary's father
custody of her despite the fact that
District of Columbia attorfiey, Lee
W . Cowan, said that in his opinion,
the courts are quite fair considering
that they are deciding what is best for
someone else's child exclusive of an

parental input .
·
Dan Brown, a product of a divorce
and custody settlement said,
''Hopefully in the fu!ure, couples will
deal with the effects of their divorces
without having to drag the innocent
children into the battle."
Mary wanted her mother to be allowed to maintain custody.
'' I think this decision is unfair to
me,'' She said. ''It's bad enough being split between parents, but to h~ve
to live with the one I least want to live
with is unfair!'' She said she has
often told her father lies to get away
from home.

News Briefs
WASHINGTON· The Na- Marcos in exile in Hawaii with
WASHINGTON· Justice
ohn Paul Stevens wrote for tional Organization of Women 88 family members and aides is
he Supreme Court this week '(NOW) is preparing for its first reported to have brought to
'that the constitutional r<:- "National March for Women's this country ·~2 crates!of cash
uirements for the unions col- Lives'' on Sunday to 11pon his deportation. U.S.
ection of agency fees include demostrate for a woman's right Federal agents will be provide
adequate explanation of the to choose abortion and birth an accurate l)lonetary account
asis for the fee ... ,'' This rui- control. This march will< mark this week.
ng makes ii harder for public the 20th anniversary of the
LOUISVILLE- Two women
ployee unions to collect dues organization and its fight for
women's rights to choose legal were arrested after wrongfully
rom non-members.
claiming that they found slivers
ahortio.!Lllnd contraceotion.
WASHINGTON"The of glass in jars of Gerber llaby
WASHINGTON· President
eagan warned Tuesday that if government's leading economic food, according to authorities
ongress does not back his indicators 'Showed this week here. At the same time there
Jans for financial aid to the1 that over the past .eight months were reports in Maryland,
lrnntra rebe~ in Nicaragua the the economy experienced a Ohia, and New York that baby
food had been tampered with.
·sis in the country could sharp decline of 0.6 percent.
In these three states the food
me another Cuba. The
$100
HONOLULU· Ex-President has been pulled from the
'-------.....;o;.;f:..t:.:.h:.:.e'-'P'-'h"'i..
li ines Ferdinand shelves.'

FACT:

FACT:
FACT:
FACT:

There are S7•_reported cases of AIDS in
the D.C. area (as of 2124186). 90% of
the D.C. cases are gay or bisexual men;
52% are Black people; and 7% are IV
drug users.
.
AIDS is transmitted only by seXllal .
1
practices invoMng the exchange semen,
or by blood to blood conta(:t.

r'
<

•

Sharing of needles by drug users is an
exceptionally high risk p1 aclice.
AIDS cannot be contracted through
everyday, non sexual contact.

-·10- REDUCE YO<IR RISKS

•
•

•

• Maintain good overall health by limlting or cutting
out drugs or alcohol, by exercising, maintaining a
good diet and·getting suftlcienl rest.
· • Don't use intravenous drugs. Ifyou do, never
share needles.

•

• Practice safer sex. Use condoms or don't
exchange semen.
Infonnatlon ls

our best defense lllld p1e11e11tlon ls our onb'

vaccine. If you 1la\.'C questions, ail! the AIDS lnfonnlltlon
Une 332·AIDS (I 1am-10pm)
.,,...
AIDSPragram

Whllmm·W·"ler Oink
2335 18th Sb set, N.W.
~D.C.20009

332.5939
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otha Makes Dual Proposals
•

About 37 percent of South Africa's

.

.

'

. Afric• called Nigerian /JllJffOll War
written and prOduced by Charles

Accoidina to E.nonchong, "The
Niacrian Biafran Wu (a civil war) is

a movie depictina modem African armies f11htina apinst each other. He

· said there are a number of books and
articles written about the wu, but not
every aspect of the war.

Accordina to Elizabeth N..,.., a

warfare with the minority governments for over I 5 years .

''. ... Pretoria must
negotfate with credi"
ble Black leaders .... ··

Howard student, the movie featured
, some of the most prominent fiaures
spokesman Larry Speaks said that the of Nigerian history such as the late
administration has ''long been urg- General Motala Mohamed, Azikiwe,
ing the state of emergency to .be General Gowon and Major Nzeogu.
lifted'' so that negotiations bctWcen
In an interview with Musa Umaru
the Pretoria government and ''credi- on Voice of America. he questioned
ble Black leaders will lead to a mean· the film's music which he said doesn't
ingful reform .''
depict Niacrian m~
· c; although,
A few hours after Botha's an- Enonchona said he beii es the R\Ovie
nouncement a ''powerful explosion will help the younaer ac eration of
ripped through the wall of the John Africa, especially those who have lost
Voster's Square Police Headquarters touch with the pa.st.
·
in Johannesb11rg injuring five people.
Currently 1 the movie is selling like
11
The square is where most Black
hot cakes,'' Charles said.
leaders have been detained by police,
'
i11cluding Steve Biko who died under
police custody in 1979.

Belfast -A 24-hour Protestants strike
against recent Anglo-Irish treaty that
gave Catholic Irish a say in the affairs
of the British·ruled province in Nor-

Political i;ources said the renewed
attacks mo.y be an attempt to prevent

policemen were, wounded and 40
civilians arrested in connection with
the bombing.

Nicaragua.
Meanwhile, Congress has congratulated both the president and the

state de~nt on the way it handled the Philippine crisis.

A surprise Feb. 22 raid failed to

,

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

Howard will host the seventh annual Conference of the National
Model of the Orpnization of African
Unity, March 12 throu1h 15.

Conservatives
Discuss

Africa, food crisis and the plight of
foreign debt experienced by many

African countries.
· Each univenity clcligation will consist of faculty and students.

Terrorism
,.~y

.
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Cameroon President Paul Biya speaking 81 a rcctplion in Washington during his official
visit 10 the United States last week .
• \
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·
President Paul Biya of Cameroon,
West Africa made his second official
one-week visit to the United States
last week at the invitation of Presi dent Ronald Reagan.
According to a State Department
spokesperson, Biya's visit is a ''working visit'' that included lunch with
Reagan and meetigs with cabinet
members last week .

ment, after leaving Washington, Biya
will !"flake a business tour to Houston,
New York and Los Angeles.
'·
·
Like other West African countries,
Cameroon is an oil exporting cpuntry. The United States is one of the
importers of Cameroon oil. i
Recently, Cameroon students ap- '
pealed to Biya about the diffiCulties
facing Cameroonian students in th,.
.,.
United States. They asked Biya's

Traveling under tight security, Biya :~i~~r~~e~c:~a~'fi~:ci~ aid~~j;~
has also met with the International encouraged students to return 'home
Finance Community, the lnterna- after graduation in ''order t6 imtional Monetary Fund (IMF) and the prove the country.••
~

World Bank .

ovr or :ro.;,,.v ? ·
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forces are a 1ood subolltUIC for
nuclear war. Surropte ron:es and
terrorists 10 hand in hand.''
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with ''interchanaeable aoals, fl said
Ra'anan .

operations conducted by surroptc

'

II

.'•

for o~ors of the system," Ra'm.
an said.
_.
A fundamental role of the Soviets
is to create a network of terrorists
Ra'an•n also said, ''The Lybian
Airforce hu 560 combat aircraft.
Poland has 60 and Czechoslov•ki1
has 460 .... Low intensity warfare

'

'- l

bases as springboards for actiol1

reduction of nuclear arsenals by both lblwla - About 60 Angolan soldiers
sides.
were killed and about ISO Europeans
Soviet deleption accused the U.S.
•
of being responsible for the lack of and Asian technicians were captured
prosress from the talks. "We hojlied by Jonu Savimbi's rebels last week
for a cooperative U.S. spirit but un- in the Andrada province. Andrada Is
fortunately we didn't baveit, 11 Vik.tor Angola's second Iar1est diamond
Karpov, head of the Soviet deleption complex, ·a ccording to the guerilla's
spokesman here.
said.

'

"C-

the Soviet apparatus fonnin& their

.

Union have ended here without any
proarcss being made toward the

-

Curtis A. Ward, Jamaican-born targeted for the operation. Police said
attorney has been chosen last week their projected 200 a desk were not
head of a taSk force to investigate a realized because of nCws leaks.
Media reJ>Qrts suggested that
D.C. police operation Cjlled "Opera- tion Caribbean Cruise,'' the JERE ''there is an extensive network of
, newspaper reported. The task force drug-dealing, by Caribbean nawas set up by the Council of Carib- tionals'' in the District area.
Although some of the reports idenbean Organizations.
••operation Caribbean Cruise'' is tified the Rastafarian group as the
a joint effort with other local and object of trhe operation, the general
federal agencies aimed at cur~ing communication seemed to center on
alleged narcotic sales ·a mong Caribbean peoples.
Some Rastafarians reportedly us~~tafarians living in the ,Pistrict
ing marijuana are believed to use it
'. area.
The task force is charged with the for religious reasons.
''Caribbean peoples have acquired
responsibility of: soliciting factual information from alt parties concern- a hard-earned reputation as honest,
ed; initiating a rationale and law-abiding and industriow members
reasonable dialogue with the ai>- of th~ community and are no,w
propriate D.C. government represen- ed with the kind of broad-brush
tatives; identify the nature ancfCxtent stereotyping that the name and in't ent
of any existing problem; and identify of this operation foStt:rs, 11 said the
'
·
~he element which may contribute to !ERE.

Joy 0. Erlla..,r

volvement in international terrorism
was the focus of a roundtable discussion at the Heritage Foundation
mCeting in Washington, D.C. last
week.
•
Former KGB agent, Stan Levchenko, spoke of the fronts used by
the Soviet Union to distribute proPeking - A Soviet pilot who com- paganda. One of the major organizamanaeercd an Aeroflot domestic tions used is the World Peace Counairliner to (:hina last oeCember. has cil (WPC), which ''presents itself as
a moralistic organization," said
been found guilty of hijacking after Levchenko.
''Soviets have trouble with Euroa one-day trial, according to Chinese
pean peace councils'' CQmprised of
officials.
''liberals who want to addfess Soviet
Under Chinese law, hijacking is leaders with criticism and appeal for
regarded
as
a
''counter- more reasoning with weapon decirevolutionary'' crime, .punishable by sion," said Levchenko who added
a life sentence. According to a pro- \.hat such conflict distracts attention
vincia· broadcasting company in of the European public opinion from
•
the Soviet's target, the U. S.
Levchenko alleged that the Soviets
China, Alimuradov Shami! Gadji
Ogly, is expected to receive less than are trying to create ''ne~ agents of
inOuence" in the U.S. by appealing
a 10 year sentence.
A Soviet Embassy spokesman in to small professional organizations;
China said Moscow may ask for Og- who ''arC naive to the real balance of
power in the world.''
ly's extradition.
''I have begun to sec structur~ of

Geneva -The latest round of arms
talks between the U.S. aifd the Soviet

\

a solution of the problem.

OAU 'Model'

.have criticized the way police are
handling the investigation. The Ex·
Organized by Dr . Mich·a el
pression reported that the two bllllets
that were fired by the gunman were Mwanze, professor of Political
found by passers-by. Also, t~e Science, Mwanzc said thia model was
newspaper alleged that it took the set up·tl> • •provide-lllf ""'°"unity for
a~assination.
police a long time to arrive at the studying the role, orpnindon..----and
,.pe~bna•.,.. ~thc..Orpnivtion of
Meanwhile, the West German Red 1 scene of the shooti'ng.
Army Brigade has made repeated
According to the newspaper's African Unity. (OAU)
Accord_ing to Mwanze, each colcalls claiming responsibility for the allegation, the police failed to set up
lege will choose about three countries
assassination, police said .
According to a Swedish diplomat a road block to ''prevent the gunman that will be represented in the forum.
He also said the panicipants will
in Bonn, three hours after the
assassination, a man who claimed to from fleeing, until about 90 minutes seek briefmas, pombly from the
respective embassies i.Q. Washington.
be a member of the West German Ar- later.' '
A funeral for the late prime
Also. the Economic Commission,
my Brigade, claimed responsibility
A number of Sw.edish newspapers minister is scheduled for March 15. of African which will be one of thebodies to be represented in the model
will discuss issued fllcina Africa, such
as economic sanctions •aainst South
'

thern Ireland, has resulted in a confrontation with the POiice. About -35

should grant his request for a SIOO
million aids to the contras in

',

Howard to Host

that would pierce a bullet proof vest
was used .
So far, the police investigation
team .has-received about 4000 tips and
about 600 people have been questioned in ' connection With fhe1

Christian and Moslem militias Tuesday, according to United Press
International .
-

in the peaceful transition of power in
Philippines as the reason Conarcss

from

releuc:d .

•

•

. the U.S. foreign policy played a role

noveli,.st

Cameroon, West AfrlCa, hlJ b<en

World in Brief

Washington -President Reagan has
' Cited the successful manner in which

a

Enonchona,

•

•

Carmel Bullard
Hilltop Staff Reporter

One of the first moviet from West

Police Offer $71,000

Pope John Paul envoys from accomplishing any new chance for a
new peace initiative.

.

•

Hilltop Staff Reporter

For Information Leading to Prime Minister Assailant:

Beirut -Eleven People were killed and
about 27 others wounded when a
''fresh'' fight broke out between

,

•

lud• Mlllaada

The South West Africa's People
In Washington the Reagan ad Organization (SW APO) led by Sam ministration welcomed Botha's twin
Nujoma, has been e11gagcd in guerilla anpouncement. White Hou se

Police authorities here in vestigating the assassination of late
Sftdish Prime Minister; Olbf f:'alrite
have offered a $71,000 rCWard for infdnnatton leading td the '&Ytcst 'of the
suspect in the killing.
Authorities here said Palme's
assailant must have been a ''profes·
sional killer'' because of the type of
weapon used. According to the police
the guninan, who is believed to have
used a 357 magnum revolver, shot the
prime minister from behind. It is also
believed that a copper-tipped bullet

.

totally surprise the 64 different areas

dian1onds and 46 percent of her
platinum comes from Namibia.

Frorn Ne.._.·s Services

'\

Task For.ce . to Cut
,.
Drug Traffic

Released

South Africa's seven-month-old ·
state of emeracncy will be lifted today, accordina to an announcement
by Preside~t Pciter W. Botha. His
announcement came during a special
session of parliament.
Approximately 7 ,800 people have
been detained without charge since
the emergen'cy was declared in an
''effort to end racial unrest'' in which
about l ,200 people have. been killed .
Botha said, ''The situation
has ... improved sufficiently to enable
me to announce that a proclamation
will be issued in the near future.'' The
slate of emC:rgency has been in effect
in more than 30 areas arqund the
country.
In another development, Botha
made a proposal for a United Nations supervised election in Namibia
to be held Aug ...., l.
In order to comply with the United
Nations resolution 435 that calls for
the total independence of Namibia,
Botha's pro-posal was linked to the
• withdrawal of Cuban troops from
Angola .
·
The mineral-rich territory of
Namibia has been under Pretoria
government control since the aftermath of World War I when the
1
League of Nations gave it to South
Africa as a mandate .

Nigerian
War Movie

From Ncwi Services
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Duvalier· Regime and
American Capitalists Ex-·
ploit Haiti ·

t
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When the despotic Duvalier falni-

the regime's compliance fo b•aman
rights standards, and the government

throu11hout the world breathed a col-

planned to cut $7 million in aid to
Haiti. On January 3I, lleopn press
secretary Larry Speakes declared that
Baby j)oc had been deposed - a

ly fled Haiti last month~ most Black
people and progressive forces

-

'

lective sigh of relief. What the
American media failed to examine in
sufficient detail, however. was the
long-standing U.S.
role in
perpetuating the political and
economic misery of the six million
Haitian people, and the actual steps
which must be taken to assure the
tran.
s ition to a true democracy.
' . .. .

•

•

There is some bad news and some good news which we want to present. First the bad news and then the good news.
The bad news is that at this very moment there exists a Black underclass.
The Black underclass (also the title of a book by former Howard professor Douglass Glasgow) is that so-called ''bottom-fifth'' of the Black
Community. The underclass is not to be confused with the lower class.
The lower class merely refers to low income people. The underclass,
however, refers to people who are more than just poor, they arc regarded
as almost socially unsalvageable.
.

Members of the underclass can be found primarily in our urban, blighted
areas. They arc largely inarticulate, unemployable because of improper
attitudes and lack of skills, frequently involved in criminal activity, angry,
and growing every day. As recent reparts indicate, many underclass females
arc pregliant or are already single heads of households.
Th.cirs is a subculture, as evidenced by the popular ''rap'' and ''go-go''
music, that is infiltrated .a nd dominated by such ideals as sexual conquests,
r:nachismo, panying, getting high, and carefree living. It is the Black
undcrClass who swell city -jails and prisons, who populate our street corners, who murder each other almost daily without much of a socond

thought.

'

underclass been caused by the societal mistreatment of a group of people. In 'the case of the Black underclass, it is not the members who are
sick, but the society that created it.
There needs to be a vital reassessment of this country's priorities, values,
and in shon, its entire personality. The Black underclass is irrefutable and
irremovable•evidcncc that democracy is a lie in this cuntry. It is evidence
that politicia'.ns and bureaucrats have made promises that the system didn't
intend to keep; promises such as the 'War On Poverty~ and John F. Kennedy's 'New Frontier.' It is evidence of the coldness of this supposedly
civilized modem society.

The members of the Black underclass, through their inert ability to
destroy themselves (and that's what they're doing), may be successful io
forcing attention upon the real and unpleasant consequences of choosing
to buy a missile instead of building a school and staffing it with decently
paid, motivated teachers. This can be done before it is too late.
In the midst of aJl the talk about the plight of the Black underclass,
we need to remember that just as there is a great deal of despair there
is also a grCat deal of potential. Like the old adage goes, ''where the finest
roses blooln, there is always a lot of ranure around.''

.

Another bit of good news about
Blac_k underclass is ~hat, in spite
of it all, they are good people. They a~c o~d1nary Black men and w~mc.n
who, like Blacks of times past, desire JUStJce and broth_e~hood . Theirs is
the hard but rewarding task of forging out a new defin1t1on for freedom
for all of us. We must believe that Black youths are salvageable. We must
believe this when .we walk in 'Black neighborhoods, when we talk about
the Black underclass, and when we engage in activities designed to resurrect the minds of Black youths.
·

thJ

•

Now for the good news. The Black underclass, even with all its tragedy
andffrustration, may not be a signal of the Black community's eventual
doom. The Black underclass could justas well prove to be the social force
to lead this country into a vital and neccssay talk with itself.
What we must remember is that the Black underclass did not create itself.
Just as a sore ankle comes not from the ankle itself, but from the ankle
ling subjected to excessive. stress and te~sion; and so too has the Black
•
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University, and the people of Ward
I in particular deepl~ mourn the loss
of D.C. School Board member, Edna Frazier-Cromwell. She was a
dedicated community activist committed to bettering the plight of all
those of the Shaw neighborhood .
Edna Frazier-Cromwell, was a
native of Knoxville, Tenn. and moved to the Washington, D.C. area in
the 19SO's. After graduating from
Dunbar High School. she attended
Howard University and obtained a
bachelor's degree in economics and
political
science
in
1959.
Owing the next 14 years, she work-

the Shaw Coalition, an umbrcll~
organization represcl,'lting 30 community groups, she demonstrated un-

ed quietly and effectively as a camp

ciency were the hallmarks of her Dr. King was listening to the station

paralleled dedication to the general

The Washington Post has recently

improvement of the community.
As board member, FrazierCromwell championed programs
against drug abuse, and was
vehemently opposed to granting tuition tax credits to private, elementary
and secondary schools. She was an
advocate of competency tests for
public school teachers and helped
formulate legislation to bring updated standardized tests Ito public
school students. Toughness and cffi-

published two letters to the Editor
that implied Martin would forgive the
greaseman for the racist remark he
made last 1nonth. At a Press Confrence last w~kcnd, a community
leader also expressed the same
op1n1on.
.
I was not fortunate enough to
know Martin when he was alive, but
I have studied Martin's life and his
words, and I feel differently.
Let us suppose for a moment that

counselor with the D.C. Recreations
tenure and she represented her that broadcast the senseless and hateDepartment and later with the library
diverse constituents with a sensitivi- inspiring r~mark. Martin would have
of Conaress as a researcher. In 1969
ty and commitment necessary to con- certainly been the third caller that the
she became a senior staff researcher
front the issues .
radio station claims never called.
for the Congressional Quancrly and
The life of Edna Frazier-Cromwell
Martin would not have called from
was library information director unwas committed to economic, educa- the Birmingham jail ¥.'.here he ortil 1983.
tional and social reform in her com- chestratcd his famous ''Letter From
In 1983 she was appointed to the munity. In an age of mercenary a Birmingham Jail'', And Martin
D.C. School Board succeeding Frank
p_µblic officials, she displayed the would not have called from the
Smith Jr., who had left the board to
kind. of selfless public service so Washington Monument and the Lintake a seat in the D.C. City Council.
desperately needed in Black com- coin Memorial where he delivered his
In November of 1983 she was elected
munities throughout America. She i~piring ''I Have A Dream'' speech.
to the board in her own right.
• has a set a noble precedent as a
Perhaps, based on Dr. King's
Mrs. Frazier-Cromell first made woman, mother, wife, Howard alum- numerous accomplishments as a.
her impact on the local community as
nus, activist and administrator. Her young man, he would most certainly
a grass-roots organizer· Even before
life should be a source of inspiration have climbed higher and he would
she was appointed to the Sch6ol
to Howard University and the com- have called WWDC-101 frorri an imBoard, Frazier-Cromwell was already munity so that we may not forget- our portant place like the ''White
immersed in finding solutions to ·the
responsibility as agents of social and House••.
drug and • crime problems Which
racial upliftment.
Martin was not .assassinated for
~----------------.,------------.what he had ''done'' and he was not
guitned down because he was
''hated.'' A few BLIND men paid so-

Editor-in.Chief

meone to pull the triuer because they

Carol D. Winn

were afraid of where he was going
and they couldn't count high enough
when ·they saw his Army.

Managing Editor

When I called WWDC (wwdc) last

Lanita Pace

night;one of the numbers was changed to an unlisted number and the

~ 1
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demise. Meanwhile, the U.S. Em-

Sporting Goods. Wages are typically $3 a day, and the Duvaliers' brutal
private militia, the Tontons
Macoutes, terrorized working class
Jeade!:_s. Despi~e out{ageous violations of human rights, the Reagan
administration was also quite cozy
with Duvalier. Last October, the
State Department actually claimed
that 'Haiti's human rights situation
was ''improving. ''
This situation changed only in recent months. The Duvalier regime
was tbo inefficient and too corrupt

bassy in Port-au-Prince has received
dozens of calls from American corporations requesting information on
initiating plants in Haiti. Low wages
and a pro-U.S., Duvalicr-trainedjunta are the reasons.
The decisive role in toppling the
Duvalier regime was played not by
the U.S., but by the oppressed peopie of Haiti. It was their courage and
determination which culminated into the first, imponant act toward the
achievement of self-determinatiori
and political liberation. Our task is

even by American standards. In I985,

to call for an end to U.S. meddling

Haiti's external deficit increased by
45 percent. and the ,c ountry's inflation rate was 80 percent. Labor and
political unrest bc;:gan to accelera~e ...
l)le ta~" .f9r th~ .t,J, ~,., S~\PO\~)ion~;
and Reaganites was to discard their,
Black-. neocolonial ,puppet\ ..and~.to ·
rearrange the unsettled dqmestic

and manipulation in Haiti. The
possibility of U.S. troops being sent
to the island must be denounced and
9P..P.O~ : . YJb.en the l!lSi l).lp..eri~ ig!nfX~~~'l'jup:e<I • ~!"~.
over ~(W, tfait1ans died. ThiS ~.
we-mUst.-agitat~ to make-cort-ain-that
no new forms of slavery and colonialism are imposed by the U.S. A
liberated"Haiti, in complete control
of its ecoriomy and political system,
must be achieved.

Greaseman
Protest

restaurant? Isn't it time to tell

WWDC-101 to pick up the tab?
With dedication and concern,

Charles T. Clary ·

answering machine.
·
W\l(DC-101 would not haye had
the above option if Dr. King would

have called. Taking into account the
recent
examples
\ of
backlash/whiplash racism of the 80s.
Dr. King would h{ive recoptized that
the Grcasman was not passina out
vitamin's to his listeners that laughed and he was not paasina out flowers
to those that' cried.
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Stereotypes
Deplored ·
.

On Feb. 2I, I986, an editorial by
Lisa Bynoe appeared in TM Hi/hop.
I agree with Ms. Bynoe about the imponancc qf supportiOJ Black enterprises; however, I was deeply offend-

ed and alarmed by her choice of
Words to describe one of the -£acial
groups. My specific objection is to
the word ''Oriental''. As a group,
Black people know the importance of
naming ourselves, particularly in ·a
racist society. Blacks insisted and
continue to insist that we be called a
name which is positive to 'us, a ·name
which we reclaim and give owsclves.
Given this history, we must
acknowledge the names that others
claim and reclaim for themselves.
The word ''Oriental'' is a white imperialist racist term invented to name
those people whose roots lie in Asia
or more specifically in East Asia. As ·

Blacks have moved from white imposed ''Negro'' to ''Black,'' so too
have Asians moved from ''Oriental''
to ''Asian''. I believe it is imperative
·that we recognize this move by our

fellow peoples of color.
In addition to the use of the word
''Oriental'' in the editorial, the car-

toon

was

especially offensive. It

perpetuated racist stereotypes of
Asian people. This anti-Asian S"'ti-

If we do not speak out it is implied ment should not be tolerated .in our
that we sanction these virulent society and is particularly abborant
messages. If these remarks go un- at a Black university! I am ubamed
challenged they become acceptable that such a cartoon should app: r in
rhetoric, creating an atmosphere of the HU/top provina tbe extent to
wbicll we as a people have bouabl intolerated wejudice.
. kl the same spirit we condemn a to wbitc-impo11d veniom of the
statement similar to that of ''The wbrld. At the same rime, we call atGreaseman'' in its violence and pre- tention to and clexNnd1 an end to the
judice. It was made by Kwame Toure racist stereotypes of B ack peOJlle in
(fonnerly Stokely Carmichael) on the media, we must maint•in anti-nriat
University of Maryland·s campus and st•ndarcts in the media that we
'

on February I5, I986. Speaking to a Laura E. ffankjm
group of students, he responded to a
question with the statement that,
•'the only good Zionist is a dead
Zionist."
.
We must speak out strongly

against all fonns of bigotry. Hopefully, if we join tosether against such
hatred, statements such as those

made by "The Greaseman" and
Kwame Toure will become leu

tolerated by society.

'

"freebuina Tana". TUrn Eut youna

-· ... -.

u~s~ ·;iiii~;y Pi~~; ...;,; ..dl;P&tcbed

was reponed in The Washington Post control.

it would not matter what color he or '

she wu: it would be one too many.
Martin would have aone to the
children and said oometbin& like-Look West youna mh!ds and tell your
parents what happened to the radio
announcer in Loi Anaeioo that joked (SIC) about the Challenaer ex-

thuegimc. The next day,
-'.<..._ _

from Fort Bragg, North Carolina to
pick up the desperate dictator. The
French were pressured to grant
Duvalier a temporary visa. A military
junta was hastily organized tQ restore
order. The country's new ''leaders''
include Lieutenant General Henri
Namphy, who was a beneficiary of
Duvalier's graft and also served as
head of the armed forces. Alix
Cineas, Duvalier's former minister of
Public Works, and Colonel Prosper
Avril, who had ties to the Tontons
MacouteS', are also at the top of the
new regime. Within hours after: taking charge, the junta imposed a 16
hour-a-day curfew. Soldiers fHed into
crowds of unarmed demonstrators
who were celebrating Duvalier's

Low Voter
Turn-Out

Martin would have gone to the
children and ·wd somethin& like-If
one child was listenlns, 'just one child,

. PAul Davies- .

f.·unWako Dlamlni

th&t said thank-you for ''listening to
the music of your life.''
I wanted to leave you a message
that your music was not the music of
m,Y life but, yOU'didn't ev.en have an

d-uahi.li7.cd

The overwhelming reality of contemporary Haiti is that of extreme
poverty. Haiti's per capita income is
currently $379 a year; however, for
roughly three-fourths of the popula-.
tion, the figure is. actually $200 .. Adult u~e~ployment is 50 percent. Tw?
~1tl1on people suffer frOIJ! ~alnutr1t1on, and 80 ~er~en! are 1ll1terate.
The two pr1nc1pal sources of exploitation in Haiti were both the corrupt Duvalier regime and American
capitalists. According to one former
government official, over one .third
of all state revenues under ''Baby.
Doc'' Duvalier had been stolen by the
island's elite. Duvalier himself is said
to have $800 million stashed away in
overseas real estate and bank -accounts. But U.S. corporations were
cordial companions of the Black dietator. As of 1985, about two hundred
American companies had ·large plants
on the island, including United
Technologies, General Motors,

minds and remind your Parents that political system without harming
Tylenol is no longer sold in capsule their vested interests. ·
After a series of anti-Duvalier maSs
form because a poor young woman
protests, the U.S. refused to certify
was poisoned.
1 walked hand in had with my
daughter on January 15, 1986
through the entrance of her elementary school in the suburbs of Montgomery County and the teachers
were passing out a press release from Dear Editor,
Coretta Scott King that was directed · I would like to comment on the
to the children of America. She very low turn-out at the pplls for the
reminded the children about Dr. recent HUSA elections. Nothing
Kingts achievements and his op- testifies to the extent of the student
timistic visualization of the future.
apathy more than the 14 percent
Before I could get out of the which voted last week. There is very
school, one of the children grabbed little excuse for the indifferent at.me and said; ''Read this''. The card titude because this y~ar's candidates
was about the size of a business card were qualified and genuinely commitand there was picture of Martin ted to making a real difference in stusuperimposed over tJtc American dent government.
Flag. Between them it said ''L'iving
There are numerous issues that the
The Dream.'' .
·
new administration will have to conI would like to also Thank Derek front. I sincerely hope that they
Grier, Steve Jackson and their friends adopt a more progressive approach
at Howard University for taking a than what we have seen over the past
stand on this important issue; and for year. The students clre tired of the
keeping their seats'at the front of the
'elitist' look which HUSA officers
bus when
they
were
asked
to
.
.
project. It is time for a change.
compromise.
Whoever wins, I have only one comI don't care how much money is in- ment: Get the job done.!
volved. I don't care whether or not
.
.
I
•
WWDC-101 is one of the most
popular
radio
stations
in
Washington.
I welcome the spiritual leaders,
entertainers, musicians, athletes, artist's politicians (including President
Reagan) and The international comDear Sir or Madame:
munity here to join us today.
We arc writing to condemn the
Isn't it about time to send1back the
racist statements _made by
blank check from WWDC-101 mark- violent,
ed ''insufficent ·fun'' Isn't it about ''The Greaseman'' in connecton with
time to break Our bread together at Martin Luther King, Jr.'s Birthday
on WWDC-FM Radio.

other line (828-9932) had a recording a table on the other side of the

which effectively i•olated and

•
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Cromwell Sought
Reform .

premature announcement, but a ploy

. '

Sincerely, J
Karen Zizh'lor, on behalf of the

Soc:iaI Action Committee Temple
Mic:ah

I

Dear Editor,
.
I Would like to comm end you on
the series oa 1uoc: tful stud •1 M.

r,..

• Howard ll1ld ••
~
know thet tb :rt m tM1e ~
whons'lww!O'wtM'I .........
not m•lltt up in die Iii' I . . .
flub or Mowud 'lhliv•

!J·
.
Keepuptheeaedwml - -

ccssful stud I ••.

~c:d,
More
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them will be courses that the students within the cleputment."
ly bdn1 offered, aaw
Alr<>Continued from Pqe I
can take as a requirement," he said.
Accordina to Shaw, the Collective Am icM llnJ!leJ In"It will suppon and build up the aroup did not ...., with the flnal eluded without add•n1 thnc addtAmerican studies task force also history,'' said Shaw. ''We want to at- departmcnt (of Afro-American term. Taylor said the tuk force con- ti(mal creclita, and detei•••ined a m•ndisbanded, completina i~ functi~p. •• tract the attention of the Board of studies), for it is a shame that at the eluded by u•a•imoQI docillon that datory study would be f~le.
Shaw said that he hopes his-aim Trustees that we the students still Mecca of Black education, we don't the Af~American ltudiea abould be
''We don't have to
three
will add a consciousness te the stand very firmly on the issue, and have the best department in the coun- made mandatory. The report has credits. We sent for info
•
ion
curriculum.
that Dr. Cheek should keep in con- try. The Ivy League schools have a been submitted to Cheek and must be from every department and I ut all
''We want to reemphasize the need tact with us .
Coatlnaed 'from Pqe 12 'better depanment then we do at this approved by him befote it Is enacted. .the Ideas toaether - pros an cons.
to stud
rotcct an(I defend our
''Of the existina courses five of time.
''Our taraet date wu fall of next We looked at it from every ani\e, so
To: Sexy Eyes, I'm ala<! 'I met you .
''The Afro-American studies task year. It depends oil when the action there was no reason why it could not

66

p rO test

Hill topics
Continued

~be

and if you stop makina up thinas you
could get to know the facts.

Hard-To-Hold
To Bobby Hoover: Happy Birthday
Old Man!!!From your two sisters,
Jeanne and Jessica. Also congradulations on your new job!!! We arc real-

ly proud of you.
To Ashlei Nicole, Happy Binhday! !!
How does it feel to be two months

old? Just thinking of you (smile).

force agreed on two of the thFCC fun-

is talc.en (by Dr. Cheek). The report

be feasible,'' Taylor said.

damental points raised by the Collec-

will be released very

. \One of the protestors, Mirk

tive. One was that Afro-American

said Taylor.

,

studies should be made relevant to

"Based on the fact that there are

the undergraduate students in their
particular fields of interest.
''Two, that the department and
rcs·o urce center (of Afro-American
studies) should serve as centers for
the courses; and three, that there
should be a separate course aside
from Afro-American studies but

many students who do not take any
cowsc that gives them imiaht into the
Afro-American experience, we arc
considcrina a particular cou~ that
is interdisciplinary in nature, thi.t will
expose students to outstandina pietures in art collection,'' she added.
Accordi to Ta lor,
kt

Love, Jeanne

-

Baker, 8 senior zooloay major, said

Afr<>-American studies is essential to

the progression of the race 1 as .a
whOlc.
''Howard students have lost their
perspective,'' Baker said. ''Nine
times out of ten history docs repeat
itself. I think if this course was mandatory, students would learn

Astor Pizza
CARRY OUT I< TAAi E SERVICE

'

• ,

soon by him,"

1829 COLUMBlA ROAD, N.W .
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20009
74!>-7495

''WHAT DO I DO
AFTER COLLEGE?''

,
Two women running for HUSA is
setting a precedent, But another
messed up year in room 102,
Blackburn is not!!!

~

To: Mr. R.R.

officer you'll have prestige. responsibility .

Candace, I'm looking forward to
working with you next year ... We
might get to the Bahamas afterall!
And my name is Not Doglips!!!

I

an unequaled

opportunity 10 lead. manage and be successful.

challenging and rewarding future

10 INCH

14 INCH
LAllOI!

PLAIN with Orte..: A: Tom"° ........... ,.

SMAU.
$3.50

I

.

Air Force ROTC could be the ga1eway ~o a great way ol l1fe
for you . Find out about our scholarship_~rograms which pay
you $1 00 per academic month , plus tu1t1on. book~ , lab and
other lees. Aim High with Air Force ~<?TC . You II have a
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PLAIN .f'J.f/4 JW ptE SUCE-:-'Oe

wa1t1ng for you after

For more information, visit Howard University Douglass Hall,
Room 8-29, or call 636-6788.
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wida Four Toppiaal ..........•...· ..
or widt Everytbina . . . .. ..... . . ... .

graduation,

You two thought that you were alone
in that 3rd floor room last Thursday
but, I SAW YOU!!! From, the spy.
your help with the elections committee, things ran very Well with your
help!! Judy Klein

n.

c.11 In ad. . oe md food wlll be n1dy
with C>nc Toppina ..........••.....
widt Two TC!flpiop ........••••. . ..
with Tine Toppi•p .... . ..

an Air Force officer through Air Force ROTC. As an Air Force

.

Thank you GIA WIGFALL for all of

HOME MADE PIZZA

That 's a question many college student~ are asking. They
also want lo know how to use their degree b~st ~Iler college.
One way to make the most ol your education 1s to ~ecome

Shor---tie. Old MacDonald had a
farm, e i e i o, and on that farm he
had a peacock e i c i o, with a peacock
here and a peacock there, here a
peacock, there a peacock, everywhere
a peacock. Your stock will quickly
diminish. Signed, The agriculturists .
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-$1.$0 off any large pi'l<.a
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AU Shldents

-$1.00 off any ,small pir.<.a
HOTC
-$.SO ojj any silb
Gateway to a great way o f l ile .
.----------------------------------------------------------------------,!
C11;1 ...... ..., . . . ., ••LD.
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Carla
In the underworld of love, cupid have
a contact on you
Augustine
•
•
Not so ny-girls of the midwest & etc.
We thirik there was

•

n

'

Ricky Wilkins,
You have enlightened many, and
unified even more. You have made us
all more.aware of the iponani:<; p( ~, .
ing involved, and you have inspired
us all to reach for a higher goal. Keep
up the good work next year. We Jove
you and Hewrb too!
·
Your Dedicated, Overworked Cam. paign Stair 1986.
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To the Scrollers of Kappa Alpha Psi :
Only ONE week to go and the dream
will be yours!
Be strong and be proud as we are of
you.
From the 1986 Scroller Court.
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To my sunshine state babyA rainbow has appeared and then
end is in sight. The pot of gold will
be yours for life. Take a deep breath,
plunge into the final week, and
-before you can ''Yo baby yo baby
yo''

•

Hey K-Smooth!!
sqecze me and I will give you a kiss .

.. smack .. Love Kelli (P.S. You Bum)
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Why Not

Advertise
In
The Hilltop
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-636-6866
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Afttryclu take• K'P'lncourw. you 're
noc only bdtcr ~d to take on
~hon tests llkc tM LSAT. GMAT.
GRE, NTE.CPA. DA.Tlfhl\8others. but
tht study tcctftqun you'lleam wlD
help you~ tho rips of yo.u grad
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school CQUf'ICI.
•
That·s why b nurty 50 yurs. owr
I mCooastudents h.w .,nr:nin con·
diliau with Slanlcy H. Koplan. And b
those bdliatl'ld tn ~records. we
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· Careers in Education
Salary ranges for careefs in eduation are from $17,000-$70,000 and
more depending on many factors .
This includes people ilivoled in
teaching, administration, program
development, and all other related
areas. However, as Nelson notes,
''Salclrics for most classroom teachers
are far less than they should be.' '
There are organizations throughtout
the country lobbying for legislation
granting teachers and other educators
an increase in salary.

stereotypical picture of a midCile-aged
woman surrounded by a group of

bustling youngsters. However unin-

viting classroom teaching may sound,
to some, it is an area in need of

I

qualified professionals. According to
Jean Nelson, assistant director of the
Office of' Career Planning and Placement at Howard University ''In
about 10 years, there will be a need
for I million new classroom
teachers.' '

Careers in educa1ion include many
diversified OCcupat io ns. Within
education, there exists careers outside
of classroo m teaching that allo"' individual s to use their creativ it y in
making con1ributions to educatio n as
well as the ability to part ic ipate indirectly in the decision making processes. One such caree r involves the
psycho met rist.
Psychometrists are the people who
develop the various slandardized 1ests
which school systems administer .
Their area of expertise is in determining the best means possible for
evaluaton of students, teachers, etc.
Training for this particular area leads
to the masters degree in psychometry.
Education specialists are closely
related to psychometris1s in that I hey
are program developers . In addition
to this responsibility (or perhaps

Mrs. Jean Nelson

Dr. Earle West

because ot· it) they help teach(!rs
beco1ne more effective educators.

specific disciplines and research experience. For those who have an interest in other professions but have
a desire to teach, there are programs
which allow combinations of the two .
. For example, at Howard 's College of
· Medicine and other medical schools

There are also career specialists
and cllrriculum developers that work
with all of the above on the elementary, secondary, and university levels.
.- Speclill !\education, an area in
'
'
'
education
that
requires
· extreme
dedication and patience, concentrates
on teaching st udents with mental or
learning disablities. The mentality of
exceptional children is one of the
most personally gratifying areas in
education according to Dr. Earle
West, associate dean of the School of
Education.

"There >viii be a lack ?J Black role
models in the schools lj the current
trend continues.''
across the country, there is an M.D .Ph.D . program. This program permits students to pursue simultaneously, the M.D. and Ph.D. degrees.

•

Nelso11 st re sses that while
classroo m teaching is very important,
''Education is·O viable career alter- ''Many teachers are beginning to
native for qualified professionals, tiow realize that they are not locked into
and in the future.··
the classroom . Theses teachers enjoy
their profession but .take advantage
''Special education, along with the of other skills they may have brought
math and science areas are the fields with them . ''
Educators can be found on special
with an urgent need for persons with
the proper qualifications . They are task forces, in book writing and
also the areas with the most promis- editing , and in several other fields
outside the mainstream of education.
ing •employment outlook .''
Teaching at the unjversity level is Educator's o n all levels very frequentanother opportunity that many ly act as consultants to major firms
university graduates may pursue. a(\d companies, making anywhere
Usually, a Ph.D. with some teaching from $50-$100 and more per hour .
''Tl1ere is an increase of personnel
experience qualifies one for this area .
Tenured positions are offered to with training in technical fields who
those with solid backgrounds in their have become disenchanted with the

MARCH 12, 1986

arch 10, 1986

'
OHNSON & JOHNSON BABY FEDERAL HOME. LOAN BANK
ARE PRODUCTS COMPANY B<'lARD

ALL M.B.A. CANDIDATES
BUSINESS ·
1
DMINISTRATION DEGREE
ANDIDATES IN MARKETING UNITED STATES FIDELTIY &
ND MANAOEMENT, FOR GUARANTEE COMPANY
ALES .
SEE SIGNSUP SHEET

Nelson was the chairperson of a conference held in Gettysburg, PA by B.B.A. ACCOUNTING
a group called Mid ~Atlantic AssociaB.B.A. FINANCE
tion for School, College, and University Staffing (MAASCUS) . The PITNEY BOWES
prganizationis composed of University and College placement officers
CCOUNTING STUDENTS
and personnel specialists from
ARKETING STUDENTS
various school systems. According to
LECTRICAL ENGINEERING
OMPUTER
SCIENCE
Nelson, .ttre major subjects discussed
TUDENTS
were ·the teacher shortage and the
IBERAL ARTS MAJORS
drain of qualified teacher~ 'in the
school system. Also, the organization
is working to· ''locate funds to
develop programs in order to provide
B.B.A. AND M.B .A.
funding and encourage individuals to
CANDIDATES IN:
enter the teaching profession."
ACCOUNTING
FINANCE
Both Nelson and West expressed a
MARKETING
concefn over the decreasing number
COMPUTER SCIENCE
of Black educators. ''There will be a
lack of Black role models in the
schools if the current trend conENGINEERING
tinues,'' said' West, ''We're·idoking:
at a situation where a predominantTHE HARTFQRDINSURANCE
ly Black school may have a faculty
GROUP
· thal's only S percent Black."
B.B.A . CANDIDATES IN:
~'With more BlacKs entering inACCOUNTING
dustry, the number of Black students
FINANCE
in education has declined more sharpMARKETING
ly than that of Whites,'' said Nelson .
''Education is a viable career alter· native for qualified professionals
March II.
now, and.in the future, and if nothing
is done to improve the current situaABT ASSOCIATES IN C .
tion and increase· the number of
Black educators, the loss Will be
B.A . CANDIDATES
felt ." •
ECONOMICS
'
•
STATISTICS

SOVRAN•BANK .•
ACCOUNTINO MAJORS
FINANCE MAJORS
ECONOMICS MAJORS
VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT OF
HIGHWAYS &
TRANSPORA TION
ALL CIVIL ENGINEERS

March 13.
FIRST FIDELITY BANK
'

•

ALL
LIBERAL
ARTS
CANDIDATES
ACCOUNTING MAJORS
FINANCE MAJORS
MANAGEMENT MAJORS
COMPUTER SCIENCE MAJORS
ECONOMICS MAJORS
,
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'Dear
Counselor'
Column

., ·"

, Dear Counselor''

I am a 21-year old first semester
junior in the School of Communications. and I was encoura!!.f!J} by my ad·
visor 10 do a major which I do not like
·ant1 ill which I do not think I would
excel. I know that I want to become
a IY!Spected politician some day, but I
am not really sure about the career to
which I am best suited, and I feel
somewhat insecure about going

against my advisor's wishes. Could
you Kive me ·some information .on
vocatlOflill testing and counseling. and
where these could be obtained?
Signed,
··undetermined Mqjor''

Dear ''Undertermined •''
The information and service you
seek, are rjght here on campus.
Career counseling can be readily obtained through one of the career
counselors at the Office of Career
Planning and Placement. Vocational
testing is also available, free of charge
to you as a Howard University Student . There are various vocational
tests which when taken could bring
some degree of clarification to the
issue. For example, there is the
Strong & Campbell Interest Inventory (SCII), the Strong & Campbell
Interest Blank (SCIO), or the Eds
wards Personality Preference
Schedule (EPPS) to name a few. For
more information on vocational
counseling and testing, you may call
636-6870 and arrange to speak with
a counselor, at the Howard University Coynseling Service.

'

'

I

C<)NTROL DATA
CORPORA'!;ION

ELEC

PENNSYLVANIA
COMPANY

'

ALL BACHELOR OF SCIENCE
CANDIDATES IN:
COMPUTER SCIENCE
ELECTRICAL E!'/GINEERING
B. B. A " ACCOUNTING
CANDIDATES
MCI TELECOMMUNICATIONS
CORPORATION
/
•

'

J.C. PENNY COMPANY
SEE SIGNsUP SHEET
MARCH 14, 1986

'

D.S. & M.S. CANDIDATES IN
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
COMPUTER SCIENCE
MATHEMATICS

CONTINE19'fAL INSURAl)l!OE:',''. n
BUSINESS~MA10RS "· .• . " ·
.INSURANCE MAJORS
MAJORS IN RELATED FIELDS

B.B.A . AND M.B .A . CANDIATES
HOW ARD NEEDLES TAMMEN
IN
;"
&
BEGENDOFF _
ACCOUNTING1
'

"

11

'

,

MELLON BANK N.A.
Fra n>eino Crowelle, J1 ./ Hilliop, Siaff Phm<>1r1phcr

These figures are no"r unbelievable
when one considers that most of the
teachers in the elementary and high
school levels hitvc Deen in the school
system for 20-30 years. This signals
an alarming ''flight'' from the field
of education b y yo ung people.
Nelson said, ''This is in some extent
due to th C poor image the public has
of the teaching profession. If parents
would become more positive about
education and show a deeper appreciation and respect fo r teachers,
the field of educatio n \vould become
more a1tract ive to youngsters."

•

Recruit e,r s'
Corner ·-

'
business
world and are seeking
careers in education.'' said West, ''it
is indeed a high growth area.''

Whenever the subject of career~ in
education arises, more often than
not, people tend to form the

'

•

'

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

•

"

· Michael R . .Bell

•

•

.
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NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS CIVIL ENGINEERS wnh concentras
LIGHTING CORPORATION
ti.on tn Transporatton (h1ghwa
design) .
'
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ALL BACHELOR OF BUSINESS
ADMINSITRATION
C ANDIDATES FOR SALES

MINNESOTA MUTUAL LIFE
FOR SALES AND PRODUCTIVI
T} ~ .1'RVICES

STAWBRIDGE & CLOTHIER
MANAGEl'.t<:'IT MAJORS
ALL NON-TECHNICAL '
MARKETING 1'.t,". 10RS
'
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREEE MAJORS.
IN
?ELATE
CANDIDATES with preference bes DISCIPLINES
ing given to:
·
PILLSBURY COMPANY
BUSINESS MAJORS
COMPUTER BASED
MERCHANDIZING MAJOR
INFORMATION
MANAGEMENT MAJORS
SYSTEMS MAJORS
RETAILING MAJORS '
PRATT &' WHITNEY
U.S . NUCLEAR REGULATORY BACHELOR & MASTER OF
COMMISSION
SCIENCE CANDIDATES. IN:
Mechanical Engineering
SEE SIGNSUP SHEET
.('' THE HOWARD S.A VINOS BANK
'

Summer Jobs
C ALLING ALL HOWARD UNIVERSITY
STUDENTS WHO ARE INTERESTED IN SUMMER JOBS AND INTERNSHIP POSmONS WITH

REP UTABLE COMPANIES. OBTAIN POSITIONS
IN SUITE 109, STUDENT RESOURCE CENTER,
CORJl{ER OF 6th & BRYANT STREETS N.W.

HOWARD UNIVERSITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
MARCH 11, 19"

CONTROL

DATA

CORPORATION

ALL

JUNIORS, AND 1st YR. GRADUATE STUDENTS

IN: Electrical Eqineerina
Mechanical Enaineerina

Computer Science
Mathematics

Accountlna

MARCH 13, 19"

•

'

MCI TELECOMMUNICATIONS CORP· BS.ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING
BBA- COMPUTER BASED INF0RMATION
SYSTEMS.
-

Careers Editor,
Speci~l

Note

\

At the Hilltop, our readers are our
main concern, and we are always
ready, willing and hopefully able t.o
assist you personally, throuah this
column. Please address all cors
raponclcnce to: "DEAR CAREER
COUN9!LOR"
C/0 THE HILLTOP CAREERS

EDIT08''

'
'
•

\l

'

2%17 4dl STREET, N.W.
· HOW ARD UNIVERSITY
WASHINOTON, D.C. 20059

PHILLIP MORRIS U.S.A. ALL JUNIORS IN
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING

MECHANICAL ENOINEERINO

Special Note ·
JOBS

FOR ALL NONE TECH.NI CAL MAJORS
WHO WILL GRADUATE IN- _1986 A 19171
MARCH 26,SBLACKBURN CENTER.~
FOR MORE -iNFORMATION(636s7SlS MR. DAVIS)

•

•

,
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•

•

Financial Aid ..;.1986 - 87,

·:

THE UNIVERSITY-WIDE CULTURAL

Check It Out
The Office of Financial Aid and Student Employment is
sponsoring a Financial Aid lnformaiton week from March
10-14, 1986 in room 224 of the Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Administration building. The Financial Aid staff will be available
from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. each day to answer your questions about University, Federal, state, private and other
sources of financial aid and eligibility criteria.
Effortgs by the Reagan Administration to reduce Federal
Expenditures by cutting financial aid funding,Ievels continue.
The passing of the Gramm/Rudman/Hollings Law and the
Administrations' proposed FY 87 budget will have a tremendous impact on student financial aid programs for the 1986-87
academic year. Proposed changes would have the following
effects:
'
The Gramm/Rudman/Hollings ' Law will reduce Pell
Grants, Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grants
(SEOG), College Work-Study, National Direct Student Loans
(NDSL), and State Student Incentive Grants (SSIG) by $209.6
million for FY .86.
·The Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GSL) will experience a $34.059 million reduction effective March 1, 1986.
The Administration's FY 87 budget proposes a $462 .2
million in Pell Grants:SSIG's and cmnpus-based programs.
The SEOG program would be ~liminated by 1987-88 and
replaced with the Work-Study/ Grant program with reduction
in funding of about $644 million.
A new definition of Independent Student status is proposed hich will adversely affect a number of Howard Students
who claim this status. ·

COMMITTEE

,

PRESENTS

BOYS

CHOIR

OF

•

HARLEM

AT

4:00 IN CRAMTON AUDITORIUM
MARCH 9, 1986
I

FKJ<.:E TICKETS FOR HOW ARD
UNIVERSITY STUDENTS
AND EMPLOYEES

-

i

•

•
•

All students need to be aware of

these .proposed reductions in financial aid and the impact they could
•

••
\

have on their education. Join us fpr .
Financial Aid Information Week and
get the facts first hand . Remember
April tst, is the deadline date for
receipt of Howard University Applications for financial aid for the
school year 86-87 . Of course, you
don't want to be late.
.

•

Free tickets mtast be picked up by Friday,
March 7, from Cramton Box Office
••

•i

•

. WHAT: Financial Aid Information Week
WHERE: Mordecai Wyatt Johnson Administration
WHEN: March 10- 14, 1986, 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. Building, Room 224

I:or further informatio11, call Cramton Box Office: 636-7173

GENERAL ADMISSION: $2.00

Application Deadline: April 1, 1986 - Fall/Spring
March

15, 1986 - Summer
\

' ~

\

.

'.•

ANNUAL

FESTIVAL

SPRIN
1986

'

'

March 10-13

.

'

•

THEME: TEXTURE IN THE FINE ARTS

/
•

THE COLLEGE OF FINE ART& HOWARD UNIVERSITY
•

Lieder Recital
Mrs . Ute Jahr, Mezzo Soprano
CHILDERS HALL, ROOM 3001

MONDAY, MARCH 10

3:00 P .M.
Leet u re-Demonstration
German Diction for Singers
f\1rs. Ute Jahr , Clinician
Dr . Paul ~ogan
Chairman , Depar1men1 of
German and Russian
Languages, Clinician
C HILDERS HA.LL, ROOM 3001

12:00 Noon

•

OPENING STATEMENT
Dr . Jeff R. Donaldson
Associate Dean
Panel Discussion:
Tex1ure in the Arts
Dr . Paul Ofori-Ansah
Assistant Professor of Art
Dr . G~ffrey Newman
Professor or Drama
Mrs. Ara Rachal
Assistant Professor of Music
Dr . Relford Patterson
Interim Chair, Department of
Music, Moderator
CHILDERS HALL, ROOM 3001

TUESDAY, MARCH 11

6 :00 P.f\.1 .

Opening: Sixteen1h Annual
Faculty of Art Exhibition
C HILDERS HALL , GALLERY OF ART

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 12
10:00 A·.M .

Lecture : Sources of Texture in
African Art
Dr . Paul Ofori-Ansah
Assistant Professor of Art
CHILDERS HALL , GALLERY OF ART

•

9:00 A .M .
Seminar: Pedagogy of Music as a Discipline
Dr . Sang-Hie Lee
Director of Studies iin Piano
Pcdaaoay. University of Alabama
CHILDERS HALL, ROOM 3001

I

10:30 A .M .
African Drama Workshop
Mr . Ndonpla Tamukati
African Folklorist
IRA ALDRIDGE THEATRE

12:00 Noon
Festival Ceremonies and Rally
Miss Doris Arnett
President, Fine Arts Student Council
HOWARD UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
1:30 P .M.
Student Production&: Howard
University Playwriahts
IRA ALDRIDGE THEATRE

'

\

Panel Disculiion : Afro-American
Music in Retrospect
Dr. Horace Boyer
Smithsonian Institution
f\.1rs . Lorraine Faxio
Assistant Professor of Music
Dr. Stephen E . Henderson
Professor or ACro-American Studies
Dr. Doris McQinty
Profciosor of Music, Moderator
CHILDERS HALL, ROOM 3001
•
11 :00 A .M.
Seminar: Thesis Abstracts
G raduate Students in Art
Mrs. Tritobia Benjamin
Associate Professor of Ari,
Moderalor
CHILDERS HALL, GALLERY OF ART
Works.bop: fdake-Up for the
Livina Stq;e
Mr. Peter Zakutansky
•
lnsuucc&r of Orama

CHILDERS HALL, DANCE 51\JDIO

1

•

•

-

L.

I :00 P :M . •
Panel Discussion: The Senses of Twentieth
Century Textures in Instrumental Music
Dr. Allen Breach
Associate Professor of Music
Mr. Fred Irby
Associate Professor of Music
Dr. Thomas Korth
Associate Professor of Music
Mr. William Penn
ProfCSSOI" of Music
Mr. Alfomo Pollard
Assistant Professor -of Music
Dr. George Winfield
Nsociate Professor of Music,
Moderator

CHILDERS HALL, ROOM 3001
Lecture: Textural Impact of African
ScuJpture on Germari Expressionist Art
Dr. Raymond Do bard
Associate Professor of Art
CHILDERS HALL, GALLERY OF ART
2:30 P .M.
Master Class: Modem DancC Techniques .
Mr . Joho Perpeoer
Instructor of Dance,
lleputmcnt of Drama
CHILDERS HALL, DANCE STUDIO

8:00 P .M .
C9occrt; Howard University Orchestra
Mr. William Penn
Profeuor of Music, Conductor
ANDREW JlANklN MEMORIAL CHAPEL

THURSDAY, MARCH
10:00 A .Ai.
Lectwe Ra:ital: Piano Sonaw by
Wolf&an1 Mozart and Georae Walker-a
Study in Conatruts · ·
Mr. Tboma1 J . Flaa•
ProfellOr of Mutic, 111 IS1ed·by
Dr. Dori1 E. Mc:Ointy
ProftllOr of MIJlk

CHILDEJtS HALL. a.oC>M JODI
1:00 P.M.
'
Red 1 1' and Award&
Ccnmony

or

Winnen the D.C. Public
Scbool Pluo Competldon
CHILDERS HALL, ROOM lOOI

2:30
Lecture-Demon5J1ation : Historic
Piano Recordings-1889-1936
1689-1936?
Dr. Charles Timbrell
Associate Professor of Music
CHILDERS HALL, ROOM 3001
7:30 P.M.
Hospice: by Pearl Oeqe
c
Dr. Carole Singleton
Interim Chair, DepartlDalt or Drama, Director
Mr. Ted Cooper
Professor of Orama, Director
IRA ALDRIDGE THEATRE

8:00 P.M.
Concert: Department of Music
and the Office or University
Choir Bands
CRAMTON AUDITORIUM

CONTINUING EXHIBITIONS
Sixteenth Annual Faculty of Art Exhibition
The Cpllege of Fine Arts
African Sculpture
.The
Howard
University
Undergraduate Library
•

New Prints by I.Q• Asher, Profe11or of Art
The School of Law
Works bv Underaraduate

aad
.
Graduate STudeats, Depar1 1 eat of Art
The School of Social Work
1986 Fine Arts Festival Committee.
Dr. Ra,-:c--W Dobud
Dcpartmenl of Drama: Mill Irr S'mmona
D~llutmea1 or Mu*: Dr• ..,.._. Jec,_

DeplrUDeDl of Art:

• Coordinator: Dr. Ella White, Oil =tcx of
ReKUCb ud De\: llQ\-4

D« Vada E. Butdle<

...

I

•

•
•

bat's Entertain_m ent

•
film critic and mother-to-be.
''Alice'', played by Karen White is
''Jenny's'' mother. The motherdaughter relatio~hip in this play had
never been a good one. This was
mainly because neither woman was
'very ~oo~ at expr~ssJ!ll her feeliEgs
toward the other. In the play Jenny
is pregnant and Alice is dying of
cancer; yet even in this time of need
the two are more distant thait ever
and continuallJ...ars~e. . -· _ __
Despite minimal c.a sting ' and
'Scenery, the play's dramatic effect·
was attained largely by the creative
use of lighting, the selection of music
and the periods of silence. In addition, the heated statements' made by ,
bot~ J~!!nY_ and Alice added to the

Hospice: 'Adage Put to Stage'

•

ON STAGE

•

~

3,

'1\QO.d.

.

.

Although most of the alscussions
were heated, these wefe glimpses of
night at Ira Aldridge
the love'between the women. Consequently, just before Jenny went into
next as the College of Fine Arts statements by the actresses, the theme labor Alice said, ''Forgive me. I did
Becky Joseph
presents Hospice at the Ira Aldridge of the play was summed up very well what I could. I was always someplace
Hilltop Staff Writer
Theater.
by Anjula Coxe who portfayed the loving you."
The play casts only two actresses, character Jenny when she said,
In short, the play addresses an
If you've ever doubted that actions and no chllnges in scenery occur; ''How come people who love you adage and puts it to stage . .ft is the
·.speak louder than words, you can get nevertheless, the impact comes acfoss can't read your mind so they can love idea of saying what you feel before
Ii vi ng proof of i I th is weekend an;::d::::,;;io;;;u;;;d;,,,;;a;;n;;d,,,,;c;:;ie;:a;;r,;,.,,,,u'::t:'ii'=iz::;i;;n~g::::'s;:tr,:o:,n:<:g'=,:Y,:O:;u:,,::be;t:,:te;r:,:·,,,",,;;,Je;;n;;;n:;;y:,,::is;,;a,;3::;0-~y;:,ea:;:r;,-,:;o;,:id;,,,,~it,;'s=:,too:=:::la::,t:,:e,;,.
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' C 0 SB Y ' star returns to Howard l

Phylicia Ayers-Allen1Rashad
Christopher ·Powell
Hilltop Slaff Reporter

I

•

When asked if she has reached the
height of her acting ca reer, Phyli cia
Ayers·Allen Rashad ans\vered,

''Where I'm going next I'm no1 sure.
But, I know this is not highest yet."
Rashad, famous for her role as
Claire Huxtable in the popular TV
sitcoin ''The Cosb.y Show," gave an
informal lecture to H o,vard Univer·

sity students in the Ira Aldridge

•

Theatre on can1pus last Friday. She
received an a\vard for Outstanding
Alumni during Friday's Charter Day
ceremony.
Rashad said that oneiofthe sec ret s

to her success is meditation. ''There
is this one creative energy which exists within one's O'v\' Il self. It' s
fierce.'' Ra shad discovered tl1e
~~!l<:l'll-'-"'
' ~hen::!h.c:~s ekeseR 19-De
j Mistress of Ceremonies at th.e Spri~g
Festival at the Hou ston Coliseum 1n
Texas at the age 11. an age when she
yearned to be beautiful.
''There 1 was on the stage and the
- ~ights went down, and all I could see
was this spotlight shining down on
me. I recited ff!Y speech. perfectly.
Afterwards, people can1e up to me
and told me ' l should be an actress.
1 thought, 'Tha1's it! I'll .ilways be
beautiful in the spotligt1t,' '' Rashad
recalled.
She acted upon that revelation by
attending Howard where she
gradua1ed magna cum laude with a
B.f.A. in drama in 1970. Her sister,
Debbie Allen (star of the television

JANET

series f'ame,} graduated in 1971 .
Rashad then went to New York to
stud y dance and voice and later obtained roles in Broadway shows The
Wiz and Dreamgirls. '' l went to New
York without definite plans. But 1
had great faith, which is a gift which
I'm grateful to have."
Before receiving her role on the
Cosby Show she appeared on the
daytime soap opera One life to Li\ie
as Courtney Wright . Her role as Mrs.
Huxtable earned her an Emmy
nomination for the show' s first
seaso n.

MUSIC

I

Stude1tts seemed qui1e impressed
with Rashad after the lecture . ''I
thought she was very positive. I really liked 1he fact that she hasn't
forgo11en where she came from,"
said Marlow Wyatt, a sophomore
drama studen l .
Reggie Ray, a fashion merchandising and cost ume desig-l'l major, said
''She was able 10 give some of her
own experienCes at Howard during
her non-professional career, which is
what we are going through now . It
gives us i11spiration to keep going . .,•

'

,

'CoNTRol'
and Jimmy Jam also produced and
wrote for Alexander O'Neal, Thelma
Hous1on, the SOS Band, Chcrel\,
and the Force MD's--1 could go on.
So with all of this. practice under
their belt, it is- no wonder the album
''Control'' is so hot . ·
Whal else can be said about the
outcome of 1he Jackson, Lewis, Jam
combination that its ratings on the
top 10 of major music charts do not
alreiJ,dy point out.
Well, both of Jackson 's ballads,
' ' Let's wait awhile'' and ''Isn't It
funny How Time Flies'' are also
climbing the charts, and sweeping
listeners off their feet .
I must compliment Jackson on her
album . It' s awesome.

Brian Stokes is acting music director
for WHBC 830 am, the Howard
University student run station.

ENTERTAINMENT

r

• Amateur Night in the Punchout is
scheduled for March I I at 8:30 p.m.
in the Armour J . Blackburn University Center. Local talent will be
featured.

'

Michelle Dyer
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The 16th AnnuaJ Pentecostal Intercollegiate Gospel Festival held in
Cramton Auditorium on Mar. I had
to compete for viewers. But the game
had no affect on the show that literally brought the house down.
A crowd of about 200 people,
young and old, local and out of
towners had no other choice but io
enjoy the best gospel talent in the .
mctropolitian area. At no time was
there any evidence that those in attenda'nce were less than mesmerized.
Conse1quently, there \\'ere probabl_y
more standing ovations in Cramton
than there were waves in the Burr
Gymnasium1
The annu'al gospel show opened
with the Howard University Gospel
Choir setting the tone for the evening with an electrified acappella perfornµnce of ''Everytime I F.eel the
Spir-i~,1· that brought the crowd to its
feet.
In addition, the solo performance
by Tamilla Carman, whose voice
reminds one of Pattie Labelle, Minnie Ripperton and Aretha Franklin
atl·rolled into one, kept the audience
standing.

· Why Not
Advertise
In

--- -----·

this record will go.
As for the newly released extended version of ''What Have You Done
It 's hot, sensuous, and raising the
For Me Lately'', it has a baseline (the
cyebrov.'s of many who are accostom- halfway point into the record) that is
ed to the Janet Jackson of albums very simular to Roy Ayers' 12 inch
past. Although she ·-seems to be release ''Hot'', which is mostly
headi11g in a new, untamed, direction
with some special ~ffects.
with t1cr music , Jackson's recen(' musical
l should start by telling you that I
release argues that she is in ''Control .' '
It took two years, but it has beeTI
worth the wait . Jackson's new album
entitled, ''Control'' is on the market
and making waves .
•
One of 1hc best dance singles on
•
•
Jackson's new LP is, '' \Vhat Have
You Done For Me Lately," which is
the first song from the album to be
loved the album, but that is · nQL
released on a 12 inch extended
enough.
version.
How about if I tell you that it was
I
However, the other dance tunes produced by Terry Lewis and Jimmy
like ''Pleasure Principals," ''Nasty'', Jam, formerly of the Time. No
•
and 1he title song ''Control'', too are t hat •s not enough.
sizzling. There's no telling how far
Did you know that Terry Lewis

The Boys Choir of Harlem will
rform at Cramton Auditorium
his Sunday, at 4 p.m. The presenation is sponsored by Howard
University's Cultural Committee,
and is free for Howard students and
employees. Tickets for the general
public arc $2 and must be purchased
at the Cramton box office by March
7.

Excitement 'Rocks'· Cramton ..

''Women of Color-Weaving a
Cultural Artistry'' will be held on
March 7 at 8 p.m. in the Cramton
Auditorium. The presentation is a
dance concert choreographed by
Pearl Reynolds, artistic director of
the Historic Black IJance Arts
Center. Tickets arc $7, however, disco um tickets will be available for
senior citizens, students and groups
of more than 20. Tickets can be purchased at the Cramton box office.
.

Hospice continues - The awardwinni.ng production is being
presented by the Department of
Drama until March IS at the Ira
Aldridge Theatre at 7:30 p.m.
Performances are scheduled for
this weekend and th• weekend of the
13th. Tic~ets are on sale for $3 and

I

BEAT
$6.50, and can be purchased at the
Cramton Auditorium Box office or
at the Ticketplacc on 12th and F
Streets.

The Annual Spri4g Festival, sponsored by the Colleg~ of Fine Arts will
begin Monday, March 10 through 13 .
This year's theme is''Texture in Fine
' Arts.'' For more information, contact the 1986 F'm• Ans Festival Committee at 636-7080.

'

'

""'

••••

The Youthful Christ Fellowship
Choir also added to the excitement
and enjoyment of the gospel-filled
evening. Whether you are a believer
in the Holy Spirit or not, there was
definitely a moving force rocking
Cramton Saturday evening.
The voices of many of the singers
were outstanding. The choir's emotionally charged singing struck and
moved the audience. After mastering

'

GOSPEL
such sensations it is not unbelievable
that the back of the organ fell to the
floor, seemingly as part qf the effect
the singing was having on everyone,
and everything.
And if this was not dramatic
enough, the audience stood in
disbelief, while the choir continued to
sing, dance and throw their arms in
the air.
Other groups that performed in the
concert included the Towson State
Choir, Reality, Wesley Body
Workshop, Voices of the University
of the District of Columbia, and the
Holy Temple Church Choir.

-

'

It 11 l•vly amat•ng l'IQW much mone-i you can earn
"' tr.e Urirteo Slates If you choose tne rrgtll car eer. •n
full I llw lhO<I w11k1 , you could bl ear ning
o - S1 .000 ,.,.,y dey.
~OOI< 111 me I ~m on1y 36 yel 1 have earneo m~·
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8001< . .. 10 WAYS TO 11,000 PER OAY "' w ill 1how
Y°" how.
8e s1 ol •II Uf11il<e $0'l'le DOOO.s wrui;h only give you
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Wl\lle lt'te<I 11 not enough room 1n 1nos small ad to
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atorle1 : Tec hnlqu• On• mid• one
LOI A ng1 l 11 min S<I0.000.000 1
T1ch11lque S I• m•d• o n e T1•11 women

m•lil•I t!wt o"9r• you 90 "'•ny wey• to eern over
11.000 •'4ry
H I had Hfi1 a book hke thlt when
I was younge<. would have !10\1911 rch 10 tomes
laster
S.11 ot all. looll •I lhe ptice. 1 ·1only110. Thll"•
only SI ~· care.. /V'rf one .or these TEN te<:h·
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II only SI 11eh.
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540.000 ,0001
Techlllq,.. Ten 11 mek lng one men In Sall Fr•n·
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Ci9CO 1100.000,000 Ivery y1er!

During the lecture Friday, a student asked if Rashad had encountered problems as a Black actress. Rashad answered, ''The problems we en"Cv unter are those we
create on a perso nal level . l certai nly
didn't have any as a Black actress Or
an actress. Don 't put limitations cin
yourself by using label s."
Rashad received a plaque as a
token of appreciation from the
Hbward Players, represented by Cynthia , Smith, president of the
organization .

Brian Stokes
SJ)C("ial to The Hilltop

Hilltop Staff Reporter

•

The Hilltop

"Don't put limitations
on yourself by using
label's."
-- ---

JAcksoN's

Gail Stallings
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Pentecostal
Conference
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control your de1llny.
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1lfARCH 7 ,

THE RAMADA RENAISSANCE
II43 New a ·a mpshire Ave. N.W•
DATE: MARCH 8th I986
·
TIM.E: 9:00 p.m. unitl 2:00 a.m.
DONATIONS $7.00 in advance
'
sq.oo at the 'd oor
FREE 'HORS D'OEUVRES
7 DOOR PRIZES AVAILABLE

·--~>kt.~~ATJ2fi

BLj1CKBURN.CENTER
I 0 p1n ti l 2a1n

-,
. [~J:f"~:;:1~· ..
5,..;.:st f\kg:< A~,fcf/ilM
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fttotl1rrp ra rl -~®111 1-ga Jst l.lf~t ~ .µro~ttrftou
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PLACE:
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Tickets avai_lable at Cramton Aud,itorium or
any Brother of Delta Si ma Pi.

. $3.00 .'\ D\{ ISSIO:'-J
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ANNOUNCING
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THE DEPARTMENT .OF MUSIC .
OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY
CHOIRS AND BANDS

.

Sp.. ~iNG Is JusT AROUNd Tkf" Co ER
.
~~
So IT's TltAT TiME Of YEAR AGAiN
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and the
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TltE SECONd ANNUAl

•
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O.C. CollEGE JAM

present a

•
'

FE TIVAL
CONCERT.

•

•
•

.
•

•

'

i
•
•

THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY CHOIR
J. WELDON NORRIS,
Conductor

'

•
•

•
I

KAREN FLOYD-SAVAGE,
Soprano

•
•

MARylANd

HowARd '

GWU
UVA

GEORGETOWN

' THE HOWARD UNIVERSITY JAZZ
ENSEMBLE
FRED IRBY III, Conductor

UDC

CATltolic·
MARYMOUNT
GEORGE MASON

AMERiCAN
TRiNiTy
MT. VERNON
ANd MOREi

•

•

AT
'

Thursday, March 13, 1986
. 8:00 p.m.

Cramton Auditorium
Main Campus

129·6 Upskua STaEET NW

,I
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WuhiNqTON, D.C.
FaOM: 10:00 p.M. • J:OO A.M.
~ 14.00,, w/colliqE ID
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Bear$ Upset Bisori
Jn the Season Finale

•

'

•

•

•
•

Bisonette.~· Seek

Lady Bison Win· Game MEACCrown
'

.

Stephanie Cosey
Hilltop Staff Reporter

Brown also led Morgan State's
'cOme back with hiSconsistent outside
shooting, scoring 17 of his 19 points

Junior guard Vanessa Graham,
finishing with ·23 points, led The
Lady Bison to a win ov·er the Lady
Bears of Morgan State, 79-71, on
Saturday; and sophomore center,
Darlene Beale finished the game with
26 points .
''We wanted to win. so we could
go into the tou.rnament on a winning
note,•• said Lady Bison coach Sanya
Tyler .
· Guard Artine Hector, forward
Roslyn Bell, guard Yolanda
Lockamy, center Darlene Beale, and
guafel""'Vadrrt$!8 Graham were the
starters f'or the Lady Rison.
The opening tip went to the Lady
Bears, but freshman guard, Yolanda
Lockamy was able to steal the ball

in the half.

and passed it off for the score.

Darren Price
Hilltop Staff Reporter

With only four seconds left ~in the
game, Morgan State University spoiled what was to be Howard's happy
ending in the regular season on
March 1..
When Morgan's Troy Brown 's hot
a 24-foot jumper from the comer, the
Bears earned a 69-68 victory over the
Bison before a sell-out crowd at Burr
Gymnasium.

'

-

Because the Lady Bison played tough
man-to-man defense, the Lady Bt";ars

torward Robert Jones had a
chance to win the game for Howard

•

only scored 3 points 'in

2:02. l A~

the

13 ,37 mark Howard had a commanding lead of 22-8.

•

•

••

•

Morgan State · forward, Debbie
Gray made a~ impressive -play, stealing the ball and going ttp the court;
but Bison sophbmore forward,

Roslyn Bell blocked the shot with a
foul, so instead of a two pointer Gray

netted only one.
''The last time we played Morgan
State we won, but junior forward
Rose Willis, their leading scorer was
not playing and we wanted to bCat

them with her playing," said coach

Tyler.
''We take nobody for granted; we
go into games thinking we are the
underdog," said Tyler. The MEAC
tl'lurnament is starting March 6-8 and
the Lady Bison feel they can win.
The Lady Bison are having a good
time. ''This year's team is a lot of
fun . We do not scaer easily
e
seek to win this tournament .

Desiree Boykin

one point lead (26-27) with two
minutes and 24 seconds left in the
first half. Troy Brown tied the game
30-30 when he made a jump shot in
the paint with one second remaining
until intermi~ion.

•

Derek Caracciolo is bo:ited in by Morgan
State players.

S11rprisingly, forwards Mike
Hampton, Robert Jones and Robert
Mcilwaine each committed three per~·
sonal fouls before intermission while
center Derek Caracciolo committed
zero.
t 'orward · Earl ' Smith scored
Howard's last basket with one minute
·and 12 seconds remaining in the
game, giving the Bison a 68-67 lead
until Brown's winning basket .
''It is our job to get them (the
team) back in line,'' said Williamson .
''We have our work cut out for us. 11
Entering the game, Howard was tied
with North Carolina for the conference title. If the Bison defeated the
Bears they would have shared the
MEAC regular season title with
North Carolina A&T. Howard dropped to 18-9, 11-3 in the conference
while Morgan raised its record of

7-19,7-6 in the MEAC.

.

'

-r--~

ing her basketball career at Howud.

All-MEAC guard Vanessa Graham
has helped the team with her accurate
outside shootina and powerful drives

women's basketball team coached by

MEAC all-rookie YolandaLockamy
Sanya Tyler. From the beginning of from Zcbulon;N.C. also plays·a very
the season to the end of the season · important role on the team. She has
the wo111en have faced many tests. been responsible for establishing
Center Darlene Beale and guard Howard's half court offens.
Vanessa Graham are the reasons who
If the Lady Bison are to capture

the Lady Bison have a 16-10 record, the MEAC crown all three of those
its best sjnce 1980-81 seasdn. Beale a
la ers will have to la well.

6'2'' sophomore has led the team to f"'==-"':;.:..;=.;;..;:=.Ji::::<..;~:.:..-"'
become a force to be reckoned with

in the MEAC. She averaged 17.4
points and 15.5 rebounds per game
during the regul&r season. Beale who
is the number on rebounder in the nation, has been voted the Mid-Eastern
AthletiC Conference player of the
year. She also ranks high in the conference in scoring, ,rebound,ing,
steals, blocked shots, fiela goals and
ee throw percentages.

Rises

.-.

-

IS expected to co'ntinue this trend dur-

to . the b~ket. She averaged 17. 7
points per .game during the regulu
Success emerges in the midst of ·s eason. Graham also ranks high in
adversity and tough times for the assists, steals.- and scoring.

Nor th Caro Ii. n a A&
-

points an<t rebounds in a seuon and

Hil,ltop Staff Reporter

which led 68-67 with 20 seconds, but
he missed two free throws that gave
the Bears a chance to rebound and
eventually score the final basket.
Jones is one of three seniors who was
excited about the last game of the
regular season. ''We were too intense
when we came out for the game.'' he .
said. The other seniors are guard Jeff
Williams and forward Mike
Hampton.
If the Bison were excited about the
game, then Morgan's 40-minute
delay calmed them down. Morgan's
bus which transports both men and
women teams had to return to
Baltimore to pick the men up. Head
Coach A.B. Williams said the team
was too emotional about th~ game .
''When we get fired up we lose our
rhythm and head part of the game .
We as a veteran team can't let our
emotions sbow," . -he
. said.
Since the tip-ot·t the Bears had
serious intentions of defeating
Howard . They played tough defense
and made the baskets at crucial
periods .
Forward Randy Hampton's
12-foot jumper gave Morgan State a

Beale broke the school record for

Graham Ignites
Women's Team
Joseph R. Ancrum
Hilltop Staff Reporter

The arm~d forces . have commercials on television that tell youngsters
to· ''be all that you can be." Bison
women's basketball captian, Vanessa

Graham doesn't need that message.

Darren Price

defense with which they have 1·orced
Last Saturday, North. Carolina
Hilltop Staff Reporter
their opponents to commi! ari·average A&T won their third MEAC regular
of 14 turn-overs per game. Tlie Bison season title in a 72-64 win over South
also averaged 9 steals per game from Carolina State. They advanced their
•
The Aggies of North Carolina · which they obtained many ~f their record to 20-7, 12-2 MEAC, ending
A&T University are the top dogs of baskets . When Howard did not their season with 13 consecutive wins.
the Mid -Ea'itern Athlethic Con- create. turn-ov.e rs and steal the ball, ·
A"orth Carolina A&T is led by 6'
" 7" All- MEAC. Forward Claude
ference, while the Howard Bison are they lost games. _
the ''Underdogs'' of the MEAC once
Williams and 6' 6'' All-MEAC
Thr01;1ghout the season, the BiSon
again.
Guard ·George Cale. Williams is one
have fa~led to rebound solidly,· and
For the past four years, North have failed to score from the inside of the -most aggressive players in the
Carolina A&T has defeated Howard consistently. Key losses have come conference, while Cale is A&T's
for the MEAC Tournament Cham- from the opposition dominating the Jiltest dcadlv outside shooter. If Cale
pionship. Last year they edged boards and the Bison's failure to at- Williams, All-MEAC Guard Thoma5
Howard 71 69 for the MEAC crown , tack the boards aggressivley. Mcil- Griffis, and forward Lee Robinson.
and advanced to the opening round waine.has provided the team with a each have good games, the Aggies
of the NCAA Tournament, losing to solid inside game, but his perfor- .just might win the tournament.
the Oklahoma Sooners 96-83 .
Howard will play tne winner of the
m.a nce alone has not been enough to
After losing three out of their last win tough games. When Mcilwaine
Delaware State-University of
four games of. the season, the Bison is not playing , Howard has no inside
M·a ryland Eastern Shore game
(18-9 11-3) are still looking forward offense.
tomorrow at 8:00 p.m . All-MEAC
to be~ting the Aggies this weekend in
The field lor the 1986 MEAC Guard Fred Hill and Forward Robert
Philadelphia, and bringing hon1e the Tourna11.·' nt incl11des six team s: MCiiwaine mu s t have s upe r b
MEAC crown .
North Carolina A&T (20-7); Howard ga mes . T~ammat es Mike Hampto11,
Recently, key players - All-MEAC (18·9); Delaware State (I 1·16); South Earl Smith, Derek Caracciolo 0 Jeff
forward Robert Mcilwaine, forward Carolina State (10-17); Bethune- Williams, William Stuart, and Mike
Mike Hampton, and guard William Cookman (6-21); and University of Jones must support them if Howard
Stuart all have been hampered by in- Marylaiid Eastern Shore (3-23). Four is to win the tournarrient .
Delaware State is the team capable
juries which affected their out of the six teams have a good
_perfor~ances.
chance of winning the tournament, of upsetting both the Bison and the
A key to Howard 's success this while two teams have very little A8gles~ -rr-tlleyDeafl)MES as they
are expected to, look for the Bison to·
season has been their tough, stingy
chance of winnin£.
have a tough game . All-MEAC Forward Terrance Ball, Forward Bernard Campbell and Guard Vincent
qarlick are thf team's strength.
The Bulldogs of South Carolina
State are 10-17 on the season, and 5-9 .
in MEAC, and can suprise the Bison
or Aggies on a given night.
Hethune-Cookman (6-21,4 - 10
MEAC), is a long shot to win the
1tournament .. The Wildcats are led by
.All-MEAC Center Don Hill, who

scored 28 points in the 81-74 loss to
the Bison last month . HQward beat
the Wildcats 84-71 in DaytQna Beach,
Florida.
·
U·MES is the other long shot with
their 3-23 and 2-11 records. They are
led by two All-MEAC players, who
·both gave the Bison trouble in
Howard's 81-73 win in Tawes Gymnasium . Howard also downed the
Hawks 96-71 in their February
meeting.
Moisan State and Coppin State are
\ineligible to play for the conference
title. The winner of the MEAC tournament will advance to .the opening
rounds of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association (NCAA) championship tournament .

Graham, a juifitir; who leads the
team in scoring, strives for her best
in everything she docs.
The Human Development major
came to Howard a berated basketball
and track star from Columbus,
Georgia. At Kindrich High School,

Graham was voted player of the year
four times and was elected to the alibi city team~r rour years.
Graham1 so ran track for Kindrick, whic led to scholarship offers
from the University of Georgia and
Stanford. Among the many basketbaJl offers besides Howrd, she received offers from the Universify of
North Carolina and Lousiana
Technical.
Gr3ham said that the reason she
chose Howard was because of the
school's academic reputation and the .
it allowed her to participate in both
basketball and track.
The attitude that allowed her to
have the successes she had in high
s~hool has perhaps become stronger
since comeing to, Howard. Last year
a car accident caused her to give up
track and sit out most of the basketball season. Undaunted, she returned to her guard positio late in thC
season and performed superbly.
Sheassumed her leadership role and
made the clutch baskets for the team,
leading the club to the Mid-Eastern
Athletic Conference Championship

in Philad~~hia.

This y
the team looks better 1
than last year because of the outstanding contribution of center Darlene
Beale, who is one of the leading rebounders in the nation. But Graham
is still the straw that stirs the Bison
drins averaging: 17. 7 points; 2.6
steals; 3.3 assists; and 5.4 rebounds
per game. Her statts arc among the
highest in the country.
The will to constantly give her all
does not come from .inside only said
Graham. ''I beleive in the Lord, and
I look to Him for strength. I set prct- ·

ty high goals for myself, and
sometimes I get a little down, but I

feel the Lord is my sheppard so 1
don't worry to much'.''

,

What goals does Graham Have for'
the future? As far as basketball is
concerned, she would like to sCc the
team do very well this year and next.
Next ye8.r, she would like to see the
women's basketball team receive a lot
more suppOrt from the ~tudent body
and the administration. Success, she
said, is always better when you have
someone to share it with you.

'

._______,One way:·An
· This Spring Break, if you and your friends
are thinking a~ ·,•1t heading to the slopes, the
beach or just 11 1 1e .for a visit, Greyhoun<fcan
take you thert ·:or no more than $59, one way,
if you buy a round-trip ticket.
From February 7 through May'l9, all you
do is show us your college student I, D. card
when you purchase your ticke.t. Your.ticket will

'

You've worked hard getting your
degree, hard enough that yo~'d like.to
continue the challenge. Thats what
Army Nursing offers. The challenge of
professional practice, new study opportunities, continuing educanon and travel
are all part of Army Nursing. And you11
have the respect and dignity accorded ·
an officer in the United States Army.
If you're working on your BSN or.
if you already have a BSN and are registered to practice in the United States or
Puerto Rico, talk to our Army Nurse

here we go.

then be good.for trayel for 15 days f~om the date
of purchase.
.
.
So this Spring Break, get a real break.
Go anywhere Greyhound goes for $59 or less.
For more information; call Greyhound.

Corps Recruiter.
\
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The School of Communicatiom Stu-

dent Council coordially invites you to
spend an evening in celebration with
us at our joint Happy Hour. The
Council, along with the Michigan
Club, is sponsoring a Happy Hour in
the Howard Inn tonight, from
6:00-9:00.
The Student Council is celebrating
the H·USA victory of the
Alston/ Brooks campaign. Con·

gratulations from one femalc-.run stu·
dent goVernment to another!!

English majors, Minors, Creative
Writers: Share youf work with the
Third Semester! we will be meeting

on Thursday, March 13, 19g6 in
Locke Hall, Room 326·at S:OO p.m.
REFRESHMENTS SERVED!

Those interested in this exciting
volunteer position, please telephone

George Kaffenbcra (Emergency
Communications Specialist, ARC)

during the day at 639-3604 from 8:30
to 4:30, and in the evenina after 10

HOUSE TO SHARE
Female non-smoker . All new
renovated, modern kitchen, one
block from campus on Euclid Street.
Ready for immediate occupancy.

Rent $22S plus. 337-S912.
UNIVERSITY-WIDE
DRIVE

BLOOD

Black

a

to 3:00 p.m. in the Ballroom of the

GENERAL BODY' MEETING this

Blackburn University tenter. All

p.m. in the

ENGINEERING AUDITORIUM.
All engineering students arc en-

cotiraged to attend.
At~ention

undergraduate SNMA
members: important elcctons meeting
Tuesday, March 11, at S: IO p.m .
sharp! In the Blackbum Auditorium.
Your presence is urgently nCcded .
A stud y entitled ''The Ministry Of
Jesus'', sponsored by the African
Methodi st Epi~copal Campus
'Ministry, will be held on Tuesday,
March I Ith at 6 :30 p.m . in the Little
Chapel of the Carnegie Building.
The Fine Arts Student Council and
the University-Wide Cultural Committee present ''First Steps of A
Blood Covered Child''. A Choreopoem by Mark Seabroods, First Steps
is a social drama which deals with
obstacles that the Black Community
has faced and will face. No Howard
Student should miss_ ''First Steps of

A Blood Covered Child".
Featuring the talents of Crystal
Gilmore, Lori Love and Pheobe
Simpson, the production will take
place on Mci.rch 11, 1986 at 7:00 p.m.
in Crarnton Auditorium. General
Admission is S1.00. Students with
I. D. arc free .

Chicago Club
There

i~

a meeting today at 5:00 in

room 237 of Doug . Hall . All
members please attend.
Resident Advisors Wanted
Interested in working on campus with

highly gifted studetns from Jun°'
23-July 18.
We need responsible, motivated and
caring graduate/undcrgraQuate
students GPA 3.0 possessing leadership qualities. Call 636-S633/ 5483.
•'
The, Howard University Cancer
Center Epidemiology BiostatistiC:s
Branch is seeking a graduate lcyel student help condouct a study of pancreatic carcinomoa in the Wash. D .C.
area . TH is project ·could be utilized
for a thesis or dissenaion . Interested
parties sould contact·Mrs . Rosemary

Williams at 74S-140g or Ki Moon
Ban,g, Ph .D . at 636-5640.

AUDIT10f'!S!! Thc ~· Student Bar
Association of Howard University
will be holding auditions for its an ~
nual talent show on Thursday, March

13 in the College of Fine Arts, room
3001 at 6 p ..m . This year's theme is
''Cotton Comes to Howard, a cotton
club review .'' All acts should attempt
to reflect the theme.
•

JAMAICA SPRING FLING!! En-

joy five days and four nights in

Monteg6 )!ay Jamaica during Spring

Blood Donor Drive on behalf of The
American Red Cross. This drive will
be conducted on Thursday, April 3

faculty, staff and students are urged
to participate and to assist in making
this one of the most successful blood
donor drives in our history . The
public is also invited to donate blood.
We need your support.

Personals
Angela, Yes, another personal! Roses
are red, violets are blue. The next
wann day, lets go to the zoo . Angelas
Bipfriend

lump (That's you Rod!) I thought all
fat people were jolly? This cold war
is gett ing stupid, sorry pal . Flash
Mr . Redd : Sorry about the last two
weeks personals. Remember, libraries
are for more than just studying! Gotta hint!
·
Snoogly, It won't be long now . Your
journey will soon be over and you
will .reap the benefits of the harvest.
Hang in there .· I Love you . Love,

Murphy

Guildfield Baptist Church, 1023 Otis
Street, N.E., for worship, scriptural
teaching, Christian endeavor,
fellowship, and pastoral care. Contact

the church for bus pick-up. Rev.

E . Sutton,

pastor . Telephone

To ''E'', During the last couple of
weeks we've gotten closer and our
relationship has aotten stronger,
''Sweethcan'' ... be my girl! Jc T'aime

I am very proud of you, and no mat·
ter what the outcome, you are still the
''BEST'' man . Love Someone Who
Always Gives You A Hard Time
•

To the Brothers of the International
Fraternity of Delta Sigma Pi. I Love
You All! . Happy · Birthday .

D.S.P.LP . 1g9
Heartbeat: Though it may not be said
as much as it is felt, remember I love
you! Peabody
.,,,
_
Woodenville ·Girl: The ·harder one
tries the worst it Soems to get. So lets
start fresh . Friends. The man· who
loves purple monsters .
'
Famous, Congrats on winning office!
One small step for the school; one
giant step for Fame. Can I be your
P .R .? Mother Dearest
TRA· Hang in there baby ... Spring
Break is only a week away and we
know you can withstand all that
might confront you between now and
then! Famous, Mother Dearest, and
Generic Brand (Your three roomies,

'

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
love, Mr. Happy Hour
To Herb:

•

How's your new job at BURGER
KING? Though you arc not with
IBM any longer, one thing still remains the same, your BLUE SUIT.
You wear it well.
Your private stock, 1718 Y2 .
To Gamma, who thinks she's got it
like that:
Bruce Sumlin is a REAL man, and
what he needs is a REAL woman .
You, obviously, can never be that.
Don't go rushing back to Chicago to
see him, because he doesn't want
you.
Jezzi

Quimbly-Quill
ATTENTION BETHUNE HALL,
SUITE 360W:
(Charlotte G . , Karen D., Terri A .,
Susan B., Renee 0 . and Tonya G.)
I am apologizing now, in advance,
for any rambunctious, rabble-rousing
activities that I may partake in this
weekend. Please try to understand .
You only turn 21 once.
Love, 361W

7.9.g3,

.

Things are truly looking up. I can't
wait 11ntil Spring Break--can you?
Come to think of it, who needs to go
to New Jersey when apartment No .
Love, Ugs.

Rhonda,
Congratulations on getting into UNC
MED, and welcome back to our
world! By the way, the ' Heels aren't
really happening, so I've already
spent the five!
'

I l-Xi-84;

Love, MLS.

Rcmem"Scr, strive for success, while
I strive for you!
Signed, Crazy for You .

B. Baby,

To my Dipper-Half

The time is near.

.

Do not pass go.

.

in fHREE WORLDS, but you can't
seem to find any in ONE DAY!
Maybe one day soon I can shire the
aecretness that you co_µldn't unders·

tandl I know it's another l-e, but can
you spare me some of your time?
Sincere!~. Mr. Motley

To: Petal Maria,

Good luck to a special friend.
•

I tl)ink maybe it's tcime Farley had
a Sister.
Your Better Half.

Go straight to hell.

Almost there.
Look both ways B4 U cross.
U can do it.
Love, Binky and Buffy.

CJ3:
THANKS FOR BEING A FRIEND.
I APPRECIATED FOXX AND
THE GRAPES.

Kevin,
If you could see my heart right now,
you would see a great big smile, and
if you could hear what my bean is
saying, iJ woulcl say l LOVE YOU .

ME!!

Happy Birthday, Miss Ellie! God
Bless you on your special day and
may He grant yu many, many, many
more!!! (With Mr. E.E., of course)

Happy Birthday!

WE LOVE YOU VERY MUCH!

Kim

'Gigi and ''Miss T:hang''

·

•

HAPPY BIRTHDAY GREG The Liberal Arts General Elections
SPRIGGS!!
Committee would like to conI hope that March 10 is as pleasurable . gratulatc our new officers next year,
for you as it will be for me.
and wish them the best of luck and

Too bad we didn't get the chance to
have dinner Sunday, I was gonna
bring desert . By the way, I liked the
G-string . But was the mask· really
necessary?
Signed, Your Not So Secret Admirer.
P .S. Why is your nickname P .E. ????
(Smile)

Steven Walker:
Call me sands.
Olive Oyl.

Nadine,
Let's take time out ~ together more
often. Pretty in Pink, Uno's, and the
Library . ·I Love Ya Kiddo!
Angela.

E-Z E were you tryin' to ''DIS' '
me??? Don't even try it 'cause I'm
the HEAT!!!!(I thought you
knew! I!!) S .S .

Your Pisccan friend from Eglin Air
Force Base.

much success! We would also like to
thank the members of the ocmmitttc

9f

for all

their hard work and

dedication!!

/.

To Carla;
I love you, even though you're very
far away in New Jersey. I don't know
if you're going to catch this, but I'm
just checking up on your grapevine.
Man without a fifth gear .

(

•

You can use the American Express• Card
lo buy concert tickets for your favorite

groups or airplane tickets for your vaca-

tions. It's the perfect Way to pay for al.I tht
lit1le things, and lhe big.ficket items, that
}"Ou ' ll want during oolleF-

.

How lo get the Card
before you graduate.
Bec-Juse we be_tie,·e college is the first sign
of success, we've made it ~ier for you to
get the American Express Card. Graduating
students can get the Card as soon as they
accept a Jl0 ,000 career-Oriented job, If
you're not graduating ye!, )'OU can
· apply for • special sponsored f.atd. Loot
for student applbOons on ampw:.

the Ladies of the 80's ... Sonya Sims

("SLOOT") & Juilce Jefferies
COMIDA!!!!!

POO . . .

-

Danielle:
I thought I'd never see your precious
face again. Give mt< a call at the
Hilltop. I am always waiting there for
you.
The Gold Earring. Giver

go•s .... Toby Williams ("WHOLE")
& Joy Hamilton ("TRUMP") from

Or call 1·8QO..THE-CAiD. and tell them
you wa.rit a student application.

The American Express Card.

Don'! leave school withoul it~

,

MYRLYS l . STOCKDALE:
Another birthday means anothe1 year
that we have been friends. Hope that
it will be a happy and festive celebration . Your good friend, 0. Boyd

•
•

-

•

MADAME PRESIDENT: In just
three shon days you will be 21 thCn
you can legally drink at all -those

•

''Happy Hours'' you go to!!! From:
Your partner in crime and Comp.
Blk. Lit .
·
'
5-Pi-83, Congratulations! Now that
you arc headed for bigger and better
at Chapel hill, remember that the

..

BIGGEST and the BEST will be here
STILL. Signed, Your ''Baby''

Calvin J ., Thanks for the B-day
Wish! I didn't know that you had it

in you ya big BISCUT headed ... P.S.
Don't give up! Frisk

~

g

K ·Lts

........

•

.i

. ·"'-

0
0

Hey Thunderhead (M. Snow),
Thanks to a man who is a legend in
his own time . P .S. Get some sleep!
Frisk

•

=

;I'

Auditions for the Black Arts Festival
Variety Show will be held on Tues-

l

!
j

The Liberal ~Arts Student CounCil
Essay Contest has been extendi:d, all
previous contestants are asked to
resubmit their essays by Monday,

'

•

March 10 at S:OO p.m.
STUDENTS-FACULTY, Top Prices
paid for used and unwanted textbooks with resale market value.
Time Jones TAJ Book Service

Personal Computers available from

the Micro-Center. IBM PC $1,989, ·
AT&T 6300 $1,899, leading Edge
model 'D'. $1,48S.OO. For more information contact Mr . Smith at
336-S 190, or leave message at

735-6770.
While you miaht have snowed the
student body· we know what you

really are! I SiSlled Captain Alvin
Bell,

11 Police Departmerit.

J.B. (G-9' ), I only want to ftnd out
EYEJlY NTERESTING, PERSONAL
THING
ABOUT
YOUl. .. Oh yeah, I dreamed about
you, me, Feb. 14th, the fla&pole, and
the BEWITCHING HOUR.I REALLY WISH!l l Well ....The fire still
burnslll Amour, J.J. (1-0-8-7)

f

=~1

ANTED
.

.

YOUNG LADIES TO HAYE THEIR HAIR BRAIDED BVSTUDENTS
AT THE (;;;;,,,.. _ , . (;;.." TRAINING INSTITUTE
5401 FOURTEENTH STREET, N.W .
•
THE NATION'S Ol'ILY NATURAL HAIRCARE SALON
PROrE::SSIONAL HAIR BRAIDING AND TRAINING CENTER
Al! !'tyles are pre-selected .e nd ~11 students are monitored by
Licensed Professional Braiders

Attention UGSA Rep. Todd Shaw:

j

j

•O

.

It seems like we have been waiting for
this birthday since our freshman
year. Remember when you turned 18,
and cried because you could vote?
Remember when you turned 19, and

Michelle M., You say I show intefest
in spurts, however, I have all the time

you take, out of your busy day, to
help confused students with their

Happy Birthday to the Ladies of the

Enterprise.

Love you dearly,
Rhac and Jami.

bnght. God Bless You for the time

•

722-0701. Support A Student

from Philadelphia, and tickets to the

Catherine and Marie in the Jour·
ri.alism office:
Yt?u may even the darkest days 1e:;1D

seemingly mundane problems.

Rambette,
Rambo is dead . Why don't we
celebrate his departure with that dinner you promised? Your place or
mine?
Rambo's long lost cousin.

Happy Birthday Myrlys:

price is SSS, this includes hotel ar~
rangement, transportation to and

'

PrivateStockdale):
So now you're 21
Maturity has just begun
Yet still these words you'll utter:
''Might I have another? ' '

ttie Blackburn Ballroom. This is the
second and FINAL audition.

are you soing to do on Monday? I
hope we're not- around!!!

The American Red Cross emer1ency
and international operations staff
urgently needs volunteer auistants to
assist in telephone delivery to ARC
chapters nationwide, measaa:es from
overseas stations concemina U.S.
military personnel and their families.

To Ms. Happy Hour (Myrlush

day, okay? DL's friend

Philadelphia for the M.E.A.C. The · bo between lcaality? What the heck

game. For more information please
get in contact with any New Jersey
Club officer.

weekend . Why didn't you call me
back. ·I'll never stop thinking about
our rhythymic interlude.
You know who .
•

day, March the 11th at 7:00 p.m. in

IMPORTANT!! !I Club New Jersey
ride to

weekend. What do you say, huh?

W.E.J.:
I think I am in love with you after last · 411 is right here: Sorry ..

Generic Brand, I wasn't looking for
the sUn on Georgia A venue the other

a teenaser? Remember when you
turned 20, and you cried because you
were no longer a tecn•1cr, and in Jim.

bus

is ' 1.TOO LIVE!'' From your loyal
subjects (Sharon, Brad, Saronda,
Hattie, Greg J., and Dem<,U'ee).

dipt)

cried because it was your last year as

a

To Princess Anita of Chicago:

let's you, me A.H. and T.M. do
Chapter Ill again, real soon--like this

HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU,
HAPPY BIRTHDAY TO YOU,
-Blue
·
HAPPY BIRTHDAY DEAR
LUMPTY,
Ricky Wilkins, I just want to say that• · HAPPY BIRTHDAY LUMPTY

526-2166 or 773.1go3.
is sponsoring

,

tions, 1st Runner Up to Miss Howard
University:

Weenie:
Why do you insist on putting these
flirtatious personals in the Hilltop?
Don't you have a home to go to?
Don't you have homework to do?
Have you no respect? (Smile)

(''SNEEZE'') Love Always!!!!!Yo

"Break, March 17-21, 1986. Price includes roundtrip airfare from BWI .The Ladies of Alph"a Chapter, Alpha
airport to Montego Bay, Jamaica: ' Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. invite 811
There are only a limited number of to St. Augustine's on Friday, March
seats available. For further informa- 7 from 10:00 p.m. until 2:00 a.m. It's
tion contact: Office of Student Ac- a PARTY! I!
tivities 636-7003 or evenings Val
797-1967.
Lisa (628), I'm looking forward to
our evening at the Warner (and who
Are you new to the city? Arc you knows where else). And you said you
without a church home? While in this had never received one of these .....
area·, you arc invited to attend

•

HAPPY BIRTHDAY MYRL vs:.

Happy 21st Birthday! Hope March g

and Friday, April 4, from 9:00 a.m.

5:~

Communications):
Not to equate you with Ronald
Reagan, but when his birthday rolled around, there was a big hoopla,
there were celebrations, and there
were many probing questions concerning his age and his senility, and
whether or not Ile should remain in
office. He is 75; you're now 21.
Should you carry out your
term?!!??!?!
Live it up!!
An admiring constituent!!

Attention! The National Society of
lfaving

MADAME PRESIDENT(School of Camille Ward, Miss Communica-

p.m. at 96S-0692. Volunteer location
is at 18th & D streets NW,
Washington, D.C. 20006.

The Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, in
cooperation with representatives of
the faculty, staff and administration,
is sponsoring a University-wide

Wednesday at

I

arc a clear speakina voice and aood
telephone manners. The time commitment is 2-3 hours per. day; J or 2
days per week (also days and time arc
ncaotiable).

ATTENTloN
TALENTED
STUDENTS---FINAL AUDITIONS
FOR AMATEUR NIGHT Will BE
HELD ON MONDAY, MARCH 10,
19g6 AT 7:00 P.M. IN THE PUNCHOUT. PLEASE BE PROMPT.
Engineers- is

,.

'

•

$ 4 5 .0

•

,,,
·

o(includes e111ensions)

VISA • MASTER CARD • CHOICE • AMERICAN EXPRESS HONORED (Sony No ChttksJ

Call 723-1127 and make your appointment today!
Facuky, Staff ft Administration ·Welcome

~nra11J1 a ~s
5401 Fourteenth Street, N.W. •Washington, D.C./'Com«·o(..wr•aanJ

723-1827

•

•

